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Junior School students linked their creative talents with 
passion for fashion and for the environment in their 
first-ever Refashionista Show in February 2011. 

T he outfits—which were real showstoppers—were 
made using only recycled materials. Junior School 
Art Teacher Sylvia Tracy, who was the inspiration 
behind the project, encouraged the students to think 
outside the box and showed, in a very playful way, 

that there are always options when it comes to consumption and 
disposal choices. 

Non-perishable donations to the NDG Food Depot were collected 
at this incredibly successful event.
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A
rtistic flourish, flair and a focus 
on the creative have added 
energy and excitement to life 
at LCC. At a time when some 
schools have trimmed budgets 
by cutting arts programs, we  

have gone in the opposite direction. Consequently,  
today a kind of  cultural renaissance is underway 
on Royal Avenue.

Whether it is music, drama, fine art, or digital 
media, students have responded in a wonderful  
way to the many arts offerings available from 
kindergarten to Pre-U. Not only are students 
engaged and openly sharing their creative skills; 
impressively, study after study confirms that  
students are becoming smarter through their  
various artistic ventures. What one researcher 
calls “artistic habits of  mind” allow students to 
think more openly, to see the connections across 
disciplines and to embrace and respect beauty 
and the creative process.

Developing artistic talent can vary from  
individual skill development to the enhancement  
of  teamwork (note that at 63 members, our Senior 
Band is LCC’s largest team). What is particularly

Célébrons 
les arts

By Chris Shannon (Pre-U ’76)

Outre la mixité adoptée au milieu des 
années 90, le changement le plus impor-
tant au Lower Canada College (LCC) est, 
assurément, notre engagement envers 
les arts à l’intérieur de chacune des divi-
sions de notre école. Avec toute l’atten-
tion accordée à l’épanouissement de la 
créativité et des dons artistiques, la vie 
au LCC s’est dotée d’une nouvelle éner-
gie pleine d’enthousiasme. 

Christopher Shannon (Pre-U ’76)

Aside from embracing coeducation in 
the mid 1990s, surely the most signifi-
cant change in LCC school life in recent 
years has been a strong commitment 
to the arts across all school divisions. 

A
u moment où certains établis-
sement d’enseignement ont dû 
procéder à des restrictions 
budgétaires dans les pro-
grammes artistiques, nous 
avons fait l’inverse. Par consé-

quent, aujourd’hui, une sorte de renaissance 
culturelle est en cours sur l’avenue Royal.

Que ce soit dans la musique, le théâtre, les 
beaux arts, ou les nouveaux médias, les élèves  
ont répondu de façon très positive aux nom-
breux projets artistiques mis en place, et ce, de la 
maternelle au cours pré universitaire. Les élèves 
se sont mis sérieusement à la tâche en donnant 
livre cours à leurs capacités créatrices. D’ailleurs, 
de façon impressionnante, plusieurs études 
confirment que les diverses avenues artistiques 
empruntées mènent les jeunes à devenir plus 
intelligents et plus compétents.  Ce qu’un chercheur 
appelle « les habitudes artistiques de l’esprit » 
permettent aux élèves d’exprimer plus librement 
leurs pensées, de voir les liens existants entre les 
disciplines, de comprendre le processus créatif   
et d’en respecter la beauté.

4 LION SPRING / SUMMER 2011

Celebrating 
the Creative

Head Lines / À la Une

“At a time when 
some schools have 
trimmed budgets 
by cutting arts 
programs, we have 
gone in the oppo-
site direction.”
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Le développement du talent artistique 
peut varier de l’enseignement de compétences 
individuelles à l’enrichissement d’un excellent 
travail d’équipe (par exemple : avec 65 membres, 
notre orchestre de l’école secondaire est la plus 
grande équipe de LCC). Ce qui est particuliè-
rement louable est l’impact positif  que les arts 
ont produit sur notre communauté. Les élèves 
ont manifesté un très grand intérêt pour les 
concerts, la peinture, le théâtre, la photogra-
phie, la production vidéo, le développement des 
compétences. Toutes ces activités ont contribué 
à renforcer de manière efficace, outre leur assu-
rance, le lien entre les projets et l’école. Je vois  
et je ressens cette énergie positive tous les jours, 
raison pour laquelle, dans ce numéro du LION, 
nous vous faisons part des dernières nouveau-
tés en la matière. Dans un message vidéo, nous 
avons demandé à des élèves quelles étaient 
leurs préférences artistiques. Beaucoup d’élèves 
se sont adonnés, corps et âme, à leur art : leurs 
réponses sont très intéressantes. Bonne lecture,  
et n’hésitez pas à visiter notre campus pour  
constater par vous-même, cette renaissance  
des arts sur l’avenue Royal.noteworthy is the positive impact that the arts 

have had on our community. Broad student 
involvement in musical performance, painting, 
dramatic productions, photography, and video  
production all develop skills—and these activities 
build confidence and connect students to projects 
and school in special ways. I see and feel the  
positive energy on a regular basis, and in this  
issue of  the LION we will share some of  the buzz 
with you. In a video message we asked alumni 
“what is your art?” Many embraced the spirit  
of  this venture and we have shared a number  
of  interesting responses in this issue. Enjoy  
and feel free to visit our campus to see and  
experience the creative renaissance on Royal.

A
u moment où certains établis-
sement d’enseignement ont dû 
procéder à des restrictions  
budgétaires dans les pro- 
grammes artistiques, nous  
avons fait l’inverse. Par consé-

quent, aujourd’hui, une sorte de renaissance 
culturelle est en cours sur l’avenue Royal.

Que ce soit dans la musique, le théâtre, les 
beaux arts, ou les nouveaux médias, les élèves  
ont répondu de façon très positive aux nom-
breux projets artistiques mis en place, et ce, de la 
maternelle au cours pré universitaire. Les élèves 
se sont mis sérieusement à la tâche en donnant 
livre cours à leurs capacités créatrices. D’ailleurs, 
de façon impressionnante, plusieurs études 
confirment que les diverses avenues artistiques 
empruntées mènent les jeunes à devenir plus 
intelligents et plus compétents.  Ce qu’un chercheur 
appelle « les habitudes artistiques de l’esprit » 
permettent aux élèves d’exprimer plus librement 
leurs pensées, de voir les liens existants entre les 
disciplines, de comprendre le processus créatif   
et d’en respecter la beauté.

« Au moment où  
certaines écoles  
ont dû procéder  
à des restrictions 
budgétaires dans  
les programmes 
artistiques,  
nous avons fait 
l’inverse. »
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Former Headmaster Geo! Merrill was passionate about  
 the theatre. Shown here in LCC’s production of  
Gilbert and Sullivan’s The Mikado (1979).
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There are times when so many theatrical 
playbills are posted in LCC corridors 
that the school resembles a performing 

arts academy. Junior School musicals, one-
act plays, staff  musicals, Middle and Senior 
School drama—it seems the play’s the thing. 
And while we may be seeing the beginning of  
a golden age of  stage, today’s students are not 
the first to tread the boards. LCC has a dra-
matic past, and an interesting one at that.

The earliest mentions we have of  LCC 
performances were mostly musical—choirs 
and bands—but by the late 1920s, Victoria Hall 
in Westmount was the venue for a series of  
“Entertainment Nights” where student actors 
presented scenes from different plays. Parts of  
The Merchant of  Venice were acted out in 1928, 
along with a long-forgotten farce, Turn Him Out. 
One show from 1930 included an early nod to bilin-
gualism: a comedy called Ici On Parle Français.

While drama may never have been quite 
as ingrained in the school’s culture as academ-
ics and sport, the boys of  that time clearly had 
theatrical talent. Black and white photographs 
of  some of  those early casts depict characters 
in fine costumes and actors evidently serious 
about their roles. A closer look at these images 
reveals that the maids in frilled caps and silk-
stockinged debutantes are actually LCC boys 

Black and white 
photographs of some 

of those early casts 
depict characters in 

fine costumes and 
actors evidently seri-
ous about their roles.  

A closer look at 
these images reveals 

that the maids in 
frilled caps and silk-

stockinged debu-
tantes are actually 

LCC boys portraying 
female roles—a 

common convention 
for private schools 

of the time and well 
into the early 1960s.

portraying female roles—a common conven-
tion for private schools of  the time and well 
into the early 1960s.

Performances in the 1940s and 50s were 
sporadic. Of  note was the first joint presenta-
tion with a private girls’ school—Trafalgar in 
1948—and then again, putting on Shaw’s Arms 
and the Man in 1953, the same year Marlon 
Brando starred in it on Broadway. While the 
1960s saw a performance of  Pirandello’s  
Six Characters in Search of  an Author and other 
plays, theatre at LCC was not yet a regular event.

If  there was a renaissance period for  
performance at the school, it was the 1970s.  
At that time, there was a great deal of  cross-
over, among both staff  and students, between 
Camp Nominingue and LCC. Laurie Hart, an 
English teacher, worked at the camp, where  
he had become involved in putting on a num-
ber of  shows, including the traditional end-of-
summer banquet. The legendarily extroverted 
Geoff  Merrill, then LCC’s headmaster, was also 
a Nominingue fixture, and keen to encourage 
acting. In 1975, Mr. Hart, in association with 
then-music teacher Gordon White, formed 
White-Hart Productions, and the first Junior 
School musical, Oliver, was born. The show, 
with its large cast of  Cockney ragamuffins, 

LCC  
Theatre 
THEN 
AND NOW: 
A GREAT ACT 
to Follow

01 GEOFFREY HALL, MODERN 
LANGUAGES TEACHER  
(CA. 1980)

02 LCC STUDENT CAST OF NOT IF 
I KNOW IT, A FARCE STAGED AT 
VICTORIA HALL IN MAY 1931

03 HISTORY NIGHT 1988

04 1981 MUSICAL PRODUCTION 
OF TREASURE ISLAND, WITH 
TEACHERS DENYS HEWARD 
’64 (LEFT) AND VIC BADIAN ‘61 
(RIGHT)
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was a natural fit and would be revived in every 
decade since, becoming the most performed 
play in LCC history.

The musicals of  this period, often Gilbert 
and Sullivan operettas, featured staff  members  
in the lead roles and students as the chorus.  
It wasn’t until Oklahoma, in 1987, that students 
performed alone. In 1980, modern languages 
teacher Geoffrey Hall took over Laurie 
Hart’s role, forming a new team: White-Hall 
Productions. In addition to carrying on the 
tradition of  the Junior School musical, Mr. 
Hall founded the LCC Players, dedicated to 
putting on one major play featuring Senior 
School students each year. “For our first full 
dramatic piece, I was fortunate to find Child’s 
Play, set in a boys’ school and with an excit-
ing plot,” remembers Mr. Hall. “At first there 
was some suspicion at sporty LCC that acting 
seemed unmanly. It didn’t take long for many 

students to see the tremendous challenges and 
satisfactions in the theatre, both on stage and 
backstage. We even instituted theatre jackets, 
just like athletics. Once you had qualified for 
a certain number of  parts, you earned your 
jacket!”  The Players tackled a wide range of  
scripts, from 19th Century melodramas to plays 
with provocative modern themes, beginning 
with David & Lisa in 1996—a play about two 
mentally disturbed adolescents.

From the start, LCC has had to take the 
show on the road: Victoria Hall; St. Andrew’s 
Church; St Matthias; St. Columba’s. Current 
Senior School art teacher Ian Griffiths ’71, who  

has designed and built sets for more than 35 
LCC productions, remembers the churches as 
less than ideal theatrical venues. “We would 
only have access for three or four days and it 
was a real rush to get everything in and out. 
I can remember times when I was driving 
around town with unwieldy scenery strapped 
to the roof  of  my car! When we started to 
put on plays at Wesley United, just down the 
road, processions of  people, like lines of  ants, 
carried sets, costumes and props by the armful 
there and back. I can’t truthfully say that the 
advent of  the Dining Room stage in the 1980s 
was a great improvement, either. Lunch rooms 
do not great theatres make.”

With the Junior School musical and LCC 
Players inked onto the theatrical calendar, even 
more performances were added. First, history 
teacher Denys Heward ’64 introduced History 
Night to his grade 7 classes in the mid 1970s. 

“Every student had to study an historical  
personage and become them. Not just the  
facts but what they ate for breakfast, how  
they dressed and so on. Then, done up as 
those figures, we’d put together a show in 
which each of  these characters had a part. 
At first it was only intended to be for each other’s  
amusement and education, but soon enough  
parents wanted to see the performances and  
it became an annual event. We devised a  
variety of  formats for the show. In one, the  
characters came to the Pearly Gates and a  
recording angel interviewed them, post mortem, 
to see if  their applications to Heaven would  

01 GEOFFREY HALL, MODERN 
LANGUAGES TEACHER  
(CA. 1980)

02 LCC STUDENT CAST OF NOT IF 
I KNOW IT, A FARCE STAGED AT 
VICTORIA HALL IN MAY 1931

03 HISTORY NIGHT 1988

04 1981 MUSICAL PRODUCTION 
OF TREASURE ISLAND, WITH 
TEACHERS DENYS HEWARD 
’64 (LEFT) AND VIC BADIAN ‘61 
(RIGHT)

03 04
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A TALE OF 
TWO SCHOOLS
While boys taking on female roles may have been the 
norm in early LCC productions, the school’s two joint pro-
ductions with Trafalgar School for Girls, and particularly 
the second in 1953, were recorded as highly successful.

Along with the challenges of serious roles, the  
co-productions provided a rare opportunity for some 
high-spirited coed fun. As one LCC reviewer wryly noted, 
“the weekly or by-weekly trips to Traf were not looked 
upon with any disgust from the innocents of LCC.”

Headmaster D. S. Penton called the staging of 
Arnold Bennett’s Milestones in 1948 “an experiment… 
we have often felt that plays in a boys’ school were never 
as satisfactory as plays in the mixed high schools,”  
he said later. That play was performed in the Trafalgar 
gymnasium and was directed by Traf teacher Allana Reid. 
However, the “experiment” was not repeated until half  
a decade later.

We have more information about the 1953 production 
of G.B. Shaw’s Arms and the Man, which was rehearsed 
at both schools, but performed in LCC’s Memorial Gym in 
May, 1953. The success of this romantic satire, con-
sidered a di!cult choice at the time for such young 
actors, was attributed largely to the incredible e"orts 
of teacher Lionel O’Neill, who “had the play figured out 
from the first reading and knew exactly what he wanted 
to achieve.” Stage manager and “scenic designer” was 
Clark Bushell.

A write-up in the 1954 LCC Magazine noted that 
Shaw “is hard to direct and hard to act… (and) his women 
characters o"er the biggest challenge.” The following 
Trafalgar young women were termed “outstanding” in 
their roles: Sybil Beck as Raina, Carol Grossman as Louka, 
and Alberta Anderson as Catherine.

On the male side, LCC also o"ered some solid thes-
pian talent. The leading man was Head Boy Ed Murray ’54, 
who reportedly played the role of Capt. Bluntschli “with 
confidence and feeling.” Supporting cast members were 
Mike Dennis ’54, Jim Ferrabee, ’54, Allan Hodgson ’54, 
and Colin Tisshaw ’53.

No photographs of the co-productions seem to  
have survived at either school. We are indebted to 
Sharon Cozens (Trafalgar Director of Advancement) and 
Jill Rollins (Trafalgar alumna and current Traf archivist, 
and former LCC English teacher) for contacting alumnae 
who had recollections of the second play. 

By Jane Martin, LCC Archivist

be accepted—the 
audience voting 
them in or out via 
applause!” Mr. 
Heward’s innova-
tion, now used in 
grade 8, lives on in 
a slightly altered 
format to this day.

The curriculum also contributed to  
the institution of  the grade 9 One-Act Plays. 
The students had been studying the plays in 
English class since the early 1970s. Under the 
rubric of  “learning by doing,” they began to 
act them out and another tradition, still going 
strong, was born.

Everyone who has worked in theatre 
at LCC agrees that the stage has offered an 
exceptionally valuable counterpoint to the 
playing field. Not only did it provide an extra-
curricular outlet for students who might not 
have excelled with stick or ball, it also offered 
athletes themselves a chance for self-reflection  
and self-expression that they might not have 
found otherwise. English teacher David 
Morton, who took over the LCC Players from 
Geoffrey Hall in the early 1990s and collabo-
rated with fellow football coach (and former 
professional actor) Frank Carruthers to put on 
a decade’s worth of  plays, recognized their  
tremendous importance. “We treated the plays 
just as we treated the football games as coaches. 
We tried to put the best possible performance 
on stage and asked the kids to put their heart 
and soul into it. I recall one play which ran 
for three nights. The father of  the boy who 
played the lead was there the first night. I saw 
him again the next. When I spied him in the 
audience on the third night, I couldn’t help but 
mention that I was impressed by his dedica-
tion. He said, “Look, my son works hard—he’s 
a good student. He’s not a quarterback or a 
basketball player. I figure this is like his sport. 
He plays three games a year and I’m not going 
to miss one!” 

 DAVE MORTON AND FRANK  
CARRUTHERS WITH MEMBERS 
OF THE DRAMA TEAM.
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A TALE OF 
TWO SCHOOLS

It is now virtually impossible to graduate from LCC without having taken up 
acting at some point. Beginning as early as kindergarten, students are find-
ing out what it means to don someone else’s skin, to perform in public, to ask 
questions about why and how people behave the way they do, how we appear 
to those who observe us, and more. These lessons in empathy, observation, 
expression and creativity may well be transforming the way LCC graduates 
look at the world around them. Sure enough, all the world’s a stage.  

Where of what’s
past is prologue
William Shakespeare, The Tempest
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The 
Middle 
School 
Play
Middle School plays 
were, until recently, 
an inconsistent 
fixture on the school 
calendar. With 
demand from stu-
dents though, Middle 
School Director Rob 
Tipney saw that there 
had to be an oppor-
tunity for grades 
7 and 8 to get on 
stage, and the Middle 
School play is experi-
encing a resurgence. 
Now in its 6th year 
overall, the program is 
giving over 40 young 
teens their moment 
in the spotlight.

The Junior 
School 
Musical
Music teacher James 
Angelopoulos doesn’t 
hesitate to say that 
working on big musi-
cals is one of the best 
parts of his job at LCC. 
“Working with (teach-
ers) Maria Carpini and 
Belinda Rother, great 
student performers 
and supportive par-
ents, the Junior School 
musical is something 
I look forward to each 
year.” The show carries 
on a great tradition 
in a most democratic 
way. It’s open to all 
students in grades 
4 to 6 and no child who 
wants to participate 
is turned away. As a 
result, there are usu-
ally 60 or so perform-
ers, though it has been 
as many as 80 in the 
past! “It can get a bit 
hectic,” admits Mr. 
Angelopoulos, “espe-
cially close to show 
time, but amazing 
lessons in mentorship, 
cooperation and self-
esteem are learned.”

The Junior 
School
Perhaps proving that 
there are no small 
parts, just small 
actors, LCC students 
are taking to the 
stage from the start. 
Each kindergarten 
class puts on a year-
end play, all in French. 
In grades 1 and 2, 
the play, with music, 
is bilingual. This year 
featured the launching 
of LCC’s first grade  
3 play.

The High 
School 
Curriculum
A university-trained 
actress, Arts 
Department Head 
Natasha Hart is the 
first full-time LCC 
teacher ever to focus 
exclusively on theatre 
and performance. 
Her passion for 
acting has led to an 
explosion of options 
for students in the 
Senior School. Grade 
8 students learn 
movement and mime, 
gaining body aware-
ness as they create 
short scenes. In 
grade 9, the empha-
sis is on improvisa-
tion, the highlight of 
the program being a 
month-long training 
session that leads 
to an in-class improv 
competition.

By the time stu-
dents reach grade 
10, they’re ready for 
what is perhaps Ms. 
Hart’s favourite class. 
“Along with mask 
work and varying 
acting genres, I’ve 
been teaching acting 
for film. The students 
absolutely love it! 
They learn back and 
front lighting, how 
cameras and lenses 
work, how to act in a 
constrained space. 
They work on the film 
afterward, seeing 
how editing can alter 
and shape reality. Of 
course, I know that 
it’s unlikely that any 
of them will become 
professional film 
actors, but in an era 
where any aspect 
of their lives can be 
broadcast on the 
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Grade 9 
One-Act 
Plays
Now into its sixth 
decade, this pro-
gram is still going 
strong. The plays 
are now presented 
festival style, with 
everyone in grade 9 
performing. A series 
of workshops teaches 
the students not only 
acting and troupe 
organization, but 
how to create press 
kits and posters to 
promote their plays. 
Many graduating 
students cite this 
event as one of the 
highlights of their 
time at LCC.

The Grade 
11 Play
Still on the marquee 
is the LCC Players’ 
annual Senior School 
play. Open to all 
Senior School stu-
dents, and directed 
by Ms. Hart, this 
year’s production of 
Law & Order – Fairy 
Tale Unit involved 62 
students both on and 
behind the stage. 
Productions in recent 
years have featured 
a nod to the Bard: A 
Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, Drop Dead 
Juliet!, and Hamlette.

Pre-U Play
The show must go 
on! The success of 
the grade 11 play 
has inspired the 
Pre-U students to 
get in on the acting 
and produce their 
own. Virtually every 
one of the very busy 
students in this year’s 
graduating class  
was involved in this 
spring’s production of 
Alice in Wonderland. 

Sta! 
Musical
Not to be outdone 
by the showman-
ship of their young 
charges, LCC’s faculty 
and sta! have once 
again taken to don-
ning makeup and 
costumes, putting on 
musicals once every 
two years to raise 
money for the Sta! 
for Students Fund. 
English Department 
Head Brian Moore 
was willing to be 
somewhat diminished 
in his students’ eyes 
by accepting the 
part of the Mayor 
of Munchkin City in 
2010’s production 
of The Wizard of 
Oz. “It was one of 
the most gratifying 
experiences in my 24 
years here, particu-
larly in the teamwork 
and camaraderie it 
generated among my 
colleagues.” 

Internet in minutes,  
I think it’s crucial that 
they see how they 
present themselves 
to the world, not to 
mention how to pro-
tect themselves from 
its sometimes prying 
eyes.”

By grade 11, the 
students are ready  
to take the lead in 
producing a play of 
their own. This year, 
47 students selected 
a script, defined 
various roles (direc-
tor, producer, stage 
manager, lighting and 
sound etc.) and saw 
the project through 
from beginning to 
end. The plays of the 
last few years have 
set high production 
standards that augur 
well for the future of 
theatre at the school.
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For the first time in LCC’s history, student 
leadership has extended into a formalized 
fine arts committee that is highly engaged 
in promoting the arts in our community. 
Whether it’s Café Cabaret, photography, 
digital media, drama, painting or music, 
together the members of  this committee 
have helped take the arts to a new level. 

What are our young student arts leaders 
passionate about? Read on! 
 

THE LCC FINE ARTS COMMITTEE
Student Focus
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What do you like about the arts  
(art, music, theatre) program at LCC?
The thing that I like and appreciate the most 
about the LCC arts program is that it’s very 
diverse. LCC understands that all its students 
are unique. Because of  this, the program 
provides something for everyone. Whether 
it is endless amounts of  art supplies for the 
painters, state of  the art green screen rooms 
and digital equipment for the filmmakers and 
photographers, or a variety of  props and tools 
for the theatre and music students, there’s 
something for everyone. 

If  a new building for the arts were to 
be built, how would it enhance LCC’s 
community?
Right now, all of  the fine arts areas are in 
different locations around the campus, 
making it difficult for all the artists to share 
and work with artists who have similar and 
complementary interests. I believe a new arts 
building would enable everyone with the same 
passion for the arts to share and collaborate.  
It would be a place to display student work  
in many new and creative ways, as well as  
a place for students to relax and hang out. It 
would be a community within a community, 
putting the entire arts family under one 
roof  and creating a wonderfully contagious 
atmosphere of  the arts. 

How and why do you practice your art?
I believe when you love doing something, 
it shouldn’t feel like a chore. It should be 
something you look forward to doing or 
practicing, something completely for you.  
I practice my art because it gives me peace. 
When I’m at a hockey game taking photos, 
there’s nowhere I’d rather be in that moment 
than right there. I may have had the worst day, 
or have done really badly on a test or project, 
but without fail, taking pictures always makes 
me forget and have peace of  mind. I practice 
my art as regularly as possible. When there’s  
a sporting event at our school, the second  
the final period bell rings, I’m off  to catch as 
much of  it as possible on film. This aspect of  
my life is something I am truly proud of. 

 “I believe a new 
arts building would 
enable everyone 
with the same  
passion for the arts 
to share and col-
laborate. It would be 
a place to display  
student work in 
many new and 
creative ways, as 
well as a place for 
students to relax 
and hang out.”

Maria L. Boggia ’11

THE LCC FINE ARTS COMMITTEE
Student Focus

Maria L. Boggia ’11

What is your role on the committee?
My role on the Arts Committee is both Café 
Cabaret co-chair and head of  photography  
and film. I take both jobs vey seriously and 
enjoy every minute I spend dedicated to it. 

What is your art?
I have explored many different kinds of   
art over the years—painting, drawing, music, 
photography and film; however, I find the  
art that really defines who I am as an artist  
is photography. 

What skills can you get from the arts  
that will help you in the “real” world?
This year going through my post-secondary 
application process really made me realize 
how much I owe to the arts. As I was filling 
out applications and doing interviews with 
prep schools in the U.S., I realized that my 
background in the arts and my focus in 
photography were something they were very 
impressed with. I believe arts help you in real 
life by giving you a background in something 
that makes you feel proud and accomplished. 
Finding your passion in the arts is an amazing 
stepping-stone towards university. Being 
involved in the arts allows you to acquire  
skills that will help you determine your  
future career. 

HEAD OF PHOTOGRAPHY
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ARTS COMMITEE

 “I think the program 
is excellent because  
no matter what your 
art is, there is always 
a place for you to 
express yourself 
and push yourself to 
become a stronger 
person.”

Alexandra Bélanger ’11

Max Halickman ’11

What is your role on the committee? 
Aside from the obvious part, which is lending 
a hand wherever I can in all aspects of  the arts 
committee, I specialize in drama, or theatre arts. 

What is your art? 
Theatre arts. I pride myself  on my input in  
any play I take part in, to insure its success. 

What skills can you get from the arts  
that will help you in the “real” world?
I believe my knowledge of  the arts will help  
me in several ways, including when I can use 
past plays as references or comparisons  
to every day situations in the “real” world.

If  you could live in any painting,  
which would it be and why?
For maybe just a few hours, I would love  
to inhabit Monet’s “Le Bassin d’Argenteuil.”  
The painting depicts a beautiful land/seascape 
in the South of  France. Serene, beautiful,  
and colourful, I can’t think of  any other place 
I’d rather be. And there’s no snow… 

If  a new building for the arts were  
to be built, how would it enhance  
LCC’s community?
For my five years at LCC, I have been lucky 
enough to take part in three different drama 
classes, all based in the Chamandy Auditorium. 
While it is a nice, well-equipped room, it has 
weak acoustics and is extremely small. A new, 
up-to-date, fine arts building would be ideal  
for the school.

How and why do you practice your art?
I practice my art for several reasons, but  
I believe the main one is as a release for a side 
of  myself  I don’t always get to portray. The 
arts, in one way or another, play an important 
part in many people’s lives. I am very proud of  
the amount of  theatre experience I receive at 
LCC, and hope I am given similar opportunities 
in my post-secondary education. 

Alexandra 
Bélanger ’11

What is your role on the committee? 
Arts Head

What is your art? 
Drawing, piano (music), painting, photography, 
acting

What skills can you get from the arts  
that will help you in the “real” world?
Skills such as overcoming your fears (like when  
performing in front of  an audience) and drawing  
(sketching, scaled diagrams, etc.) can help 
prepare you for specific jobs in the real world. 

What do you like about the arts  
(art, music, theatre) program at LCC?
I think the program is excellent because no 
matter what your art is, there is always a place 
for you to express yourself  and push yourself  
to become a stronger person. With all the arts 
classes and activities at LCC everyone  
has a chance to show their art and blossom  
as an artist. 

If  you could live in any painting,  
which would it be and why?
If  I had the chance, I would live in any  
painting by Canadian-based artist Kal Gajoum. 
The majority of  his paintings demonstrates 
famous streets and landmarks from all around 
the world. These paintings interest me because  
I love to travel. His style of  painting is unusual  
and fascinating. 

How and why do you practice your art?
I practice my art because it allows me  
to express myself  and explore new things.  
I look forward to every day. For instance,  
when I draw, my worries and struggles are 
pushed aside and I am able to clear my 
thoughts and relax. My art allows me to 
develop my skills and grow as an artist. 

ARTS HEAD
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 “Singing in front 
of an audience, as 
well as acting or any 
other art where you 
display your talents 
in public, helps build 
your confidence for 
“real world” situa-
tions.”

Alexi Kaplin ’11

ARTS COMMITTEE

DRAMA HEAD

Alexi Kaplin ’11

What is your role on the committee? 
Drama Head

What is your art? 
Acting, singing, drawing, yearbook

What skills can you get from the arts  
that will help you in the “real” world?
Singing in front of  an audience, as well as 
acting or any other art where you display your 
talents in public, helps build your confidence 
for “real world” situations. 

If  a new building for the arts were to 
be built, how would it enhance LCC’s 
community?
Sports and academics are a huge part of  the 
LCC community. The arts program is strong, 
but I believe that after the new building is 
built, LCC will graduate students who are 
well rounded in every possible way: sports, 
academics, community service, leadership  
and the arts.
 
Who is your artistic inspiration?
My grandfather is an artist. He loves painting 
and drawing but his true calling is sculpting. 
When I was younger, I would see all of  his 
beautiful work and would think to myself   
that one day, I would be able to do that too. 

How and why do you practice your art?
Most people restrict their singing to their 
showers and their acting to their mirrors, but 
with the encouragement of  friends, family and 
LCC, the doodles I sometimes used to draw 
in my binder have turned into so much more. 
There are infinite types of  art: all I know is that 
when you find yours it allows you to express 
yourself  in a safe environment where nothing 
exists but you and your masterpiece. 

Diana Kouli ’11

What is your role on the committee?
On the committee, I participate in the 
discussions by giving ideas, brainstorming with 
the group and thinking of  different activities 
that improve the arts life at LCC.

What is your art?
Drawing, writing and music are my arts. In 
my mind, I am able to express anything and 
everything I feel through one of  these forms. 

What skills can you get from the arts  
that will help you in the “real” world?
I believe that being open to different views  
and opinions is essential to becoming a wise 
and open-minded individual in our community 
and world. 

If  you could live in any painting,  
which would it be and why?
The style of  16th Century painter Hieronymus 
Bosch has always amazed me. Due to his bizarre 
and fantastical images of  heaven, earth and 
hell, I always thought it would be interesting 
to visit a glimpse of  his imagination. I’d like 
to experience his painting, “Garden of  Earthly 
Delights.” It has beautiful colours and uncanny 
mystery.

Who is your artistic inspiration?
Throughout my life, my mom has always  
been my artistic inspiration. Not only is she  
a wonderful artist but she’s also exceedingly  
free-spirited and creative, always encouraging 
me to try and experience new things. 

How and why do you practice your art?
I write for the purpose of  freeing my ideas in 
an original manner, especially through poetry 
and creative writing in class. Drawing and 
playing the piano are also two passions of  
mine, which I practice regularly. For drawing, 
the satisfaction is in the end product, while  
for piano, it’s the journey through the song 
you’re playing.
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 “Performing, 
singing and compos-
ing are my greatest 
passions. My experi-
ences have inspired 
me to write lyrics 
that express my 
deepest emotions 
and thoughts.”

Hailey Laxer ’11

Isabelle Thibault ’11

What is your role on the committee? 
Visual Arts Liaison

What is your art?
Writing, poetry, drawing, comics

What skills can you get from the arts  
that will help you in the “real” world?
The ability to see beauty in almost everything

What do you like about the arts  
(art, music, theatre) program at LCC?
Getting blissfully lost for an hour

If  you could live in any painting,  
which would it be and why?
There is a reproduction of  a self-portrait  
by 1920’s artist Tamara de Lempicka driving  
a Bugatti that we’ve had at home forever.  
My mother has always told me she sees  
me in the painting.

Who is your artistic inspiration?
I usually get inspired by everyday people  
who are a little “off” and a bit quirky. 

VISUAL ARTS LIAISON

CAFÉ CABARET COORDINATOR

Hailey Laxer ’11

What is your role on the committee?
My role on the Student Fine Arts Committee 
is Café Cabaret Coordinator. I was in charge 
of  planning and organizing the event as the 
liaison between students and teachers. 

What is your art?
My art is singing, songwriting of  music and 
lyrics, performing, dancing, creative writing, 
acting, scrapbooking, and fashion. 

What skills can you get from the arts  
that will help you in the “real” world?
Self-expression, creative freedom, 
independence, individuality, and teamwork  
are all skills that can be learned from the arts 
and used in the real world. 

What do you like about the arts  
(art, music, theatre) program at LCC?
The arts at LCC is an extremely enriching 
program that encompasses all aspects of   
the arts and encourages our development as 
well as our skills in working independently.  
It has also taught me teamwork. 

If  a new building for the arts were to 
be built, how would it enhance LCC’s 
community?
A new arts building would create a facility 
conducive to growth in the arts, not only in  
the classroom but after school as well. It would 
also give further opportunities to showcase all 
forms of  arts such as music concerts, painting 
galleries, events like Café Cabaret, and plays. 

How and why do you practice your art?
Performing, singing and composing are  
my greatest passions. My experiences have 
inspired me to write lyrics that express my 
deepest emotions and thoughts. Being on stage 
empowers me and makes me feel invincible 
despite whatever challenges I may be facing  
at the time.
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T hese are some 
of  the questions 

professional 
development partners 
Sylvia Tracy (Junior 
School art teacher) 
and Natasha Hart 
(fine arts department 
head) explored in 
their cross-curricular 
activity, Full Circle.  
Using original  
artwork from Tracy’s 
grade 3 students as 
inspiration, grade  
10 students were 
asked to come full 
circle, to create and 
perform short scripts 
for their younger 
peers. 

Full Circle is a co- 
curricular arts initia-
tive that, in short, 
looks at generational 
and artistic translation. 
The process began 
with the theatre stu-
dents choosing their 
images and deciding 
how to translate the 
pictorial medium into 
a live performance. 
For one group, a 
colourful singer 
became the backdrop 
for a slapstick look  
at the folly of  celebrity 
perfectionism.  
In another group,  
the image of  a lonely 
king and a pet store 
worker is translated 
into a tragic love story. 

But as their ideas 
took shape, students 
quickly came to  
learn some of  the  
difficulties involved  
in translating between
different media,  
and the special  

tasks involved in 
catering to a specific 
audience. Was their 
interpretation of  the 
image accurate?  
Was the progression 
of  the story too  
juvenile? Was the 
writing too sophisti-
cated? Subsequently, 
in order to iron  
out any ambiguity, 
students met with 
the young artists  
and had a chance to 
ask some clarifying 
questions. The grade 
3s were asked about 
the vision behind 
their pictures, and 
through a range of  
activities, the theatre 
students gained a 
better understanding 
of  the inspiration 
behind the art works. 

After revising their 
scripts, the theatre 
students then added 
all the technical 
elements of  the 

Full Circle:

performance, such 
as lighting, sound, 
costumes and props; 
and with a little 
rehearsal time,  
they were ready to  
dazzle the young 
audience. The grade  
3s watched each  
mini-play with glee. 
Before each perfor-
mance, the inspiring 
picture was held up 
and the artist was 
asked to identify 

How do you translate visual art into performance 
art? How can grade 10 students become inspired 
and learn from their younger peers? 

WHERE VISUAL
& PERFORMANCE 
ARTS MEET
By Natasha Hart, Fine Arts Department Head
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WHEN CANVAS 
MEETS THE WORD:
Grade 3 Paintings, Grade 8 Poems

How would prolific poet William  
Wordsworth have written his poems  
if he had had access to today’s  
computer technology? 
How would something like Adobe Photoshop 
have changed the Bard’s epic poems? In the 
grade 8 poetry/art co-curricular activity,  
students were invited to use original paintings 
by grade 3 students as inspiration for their  
own poetic multimedia creations.  

In short, the grade 8 students' task was to 
study the painting and then write a free verse 
or rhymed verse poem based on the painting. 
When the poem was finished, the students then 
used Adobe Photoshop to superimpose their 
poems on top of  the painting, creating a new 
synthesis of  word and image. The project was  
a great success, as students combined the tradi-
tions of  poetry, painting and new technology to 
create some new and beautiful works of  art. 

Full Circle

By Natasha Hart and Jeff Sykes

GRADE 3 AND 8 
STUDENTS TEAM UP TO 
COMBINE ART, POETRY 
AND TECHNOLOGY.

him or herself. This 
allowed the students 
to understand the 
connection between 
their work and the 
ensuing performance. 

For the theatre 
students, Full Circle 
was a wonderful 
exercise in appreciat-
ing the imaginative 
wonders of  children. 
Most of  all, they were 
impressed by the 
grade 3s’ innocent 
suspension of  dis-
belief. In one scene, 
an actor pointed at a 
spot on the floor and 
exclaimed, “Look,  
a fish!” Immediately 
the young students 
jumped up, hoping  
to get a glimpse of  
the imaginary fish. 

Picasso once said 
that, “All children 
are artists. The 
problem is how to 
remain an artist 
once he grows up.” 

Hopefully this exer-
cise in translation will 
help the grade 10s 
learn how to retain 
some of  this artistic 
wonderment through-
out their whole lives. 
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A CONNECTED 
MIDDLE SCHOOL
By Jeff Sykes, Middle School Art Teacher

Last year, a beautiful LCC Daisy was 
produced. This year, an abstract painting 
entitled Connected was created. One 
grade 8 student from each House was 
selected to participate in the painting 
process. 

The purpose of  the painting was not only  
to illustrate the individuality of  the students, 
but also to show how they are all connected   
to one another. One distinct line represents 
each student in the Middle School, for a total 
of  171 lines. Each student is represented by  
the colour of  his or her House.

 There are no straight lines. Our students 
are flexible and always evolving. The lines are 
different lengths and widths. No two lines are 
the same, just as no two students are the same.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of  the 
painting is that every line touches at least one 
line from every other House. The symbolism 
is clear. Although every single Middle School 
student is unique and independent, they are 
also each a member of  a bigger family, and 
they have close ties with every other student in 
all eight Houses.

Connected portrays a scene of  controlled 
chaos, “just like the Middle School,” some might 
say. It has been noted that this painting looks the 
way many Middle School teachers feel at the end 
of  a working day!

Both paintings are on display in the Middle 
School Lounge for all to enjoy. 

MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS DISPLAY THEIR TALENTS,  
INDIVIDUALITY AND “INTERCONNECTEDNESS” IN THIS 2011  
PAINTING UNVEILED DURING OUR ARTS WEEK CELEBRATIONS.

Full Circle

It has become an annual tradition  
in the Middle School to create
a painting that is unveiled during 
Arts Week.
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C R E A T E

Junior School Music Maestro James Angelopoulos, a!ectionately known as “Mr. A”
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Junior School Music Maestro James Angelopoulos, a!ectionately known as “Mr. A”
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CREATIVE 
CONTRIBUTIONS
  By Mark Boghen, Media Consultant

The American writer Maya Angelou said, 
“You can’t use up creativity; the more 
you use, the more you have.” In the spirit 
of Non Nobis Solum, LCC students have 
been learning that the more you create, 
the more you can give.

s myriad forms of  artistic expression have 
taken root at the school, from music to theatre, 
painting, sculpture, and multimedia in all its 
modern variants, students have been finding 
inspiring ways to take what they make and give 
to the community around them.

Feeling that his grade 11 students were 
ready to meet a challenge, Senior School Art 
Teacher Ian Griffiths ’71 suggested that they 
consider “Painting a New World,” a grass-roots 
organization founded by two Quebec artists. 
The group’s goal is to provide art supplies 
and funding for education in the visual arts to 
emerging artists in the developing world, and 
give them a platform from which to sell their 
artwork worldwide. Mr. Griffiths proposed that 
each student produce a collage that answered 
the question, “What is the role of  art in society?” 
Then, based on the combination of  those  

s myriad forms of  artistic expression have s myriad forms of  artistic expression have 
taken root at the school, from music to theatre, taken root at the school, from music to theatre, 
painting, sculpture, and multimedia in all its painting, sculpture, and multimedia in all its 

     LEVY 
 SCHOLARSHIP 
         WINNER

works, a single final composition was created 
and painted on a large canvas. The large 
painting was sold in a silent auction (and later 
donated back to LCC) along with cards, mugs 
and aprons depicting the work. This raised 
$1,200 to be divided equally between helping 
young artists in Africa and funding Dans la 
rue’s art room in Montreal, which provides  
at-risk adolescents with a place to create.

Junior School artists, meanwhile, have 
been equally productive. Over the last three 
LCC gala events, their artwork has raised  
thousands of  dollars for the LCC Bursary Fund. 
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01
IN EARLY MAY, LCC ART

 TEACHER IAN GRIFFITHS AND 
HIS GRADE 11 STUDENTS 
WERE RECOGNIZED WITH 

THE GOLD AWARD FOR THEIR 
PAINTING A NEW WORLD 

MURAL! 

02
JUNIOR SCHOOL CHOIR

01

02
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ERIK THIJS ’15 IS THE FIRST RECIPIENT OF THE LISA LEVY 
SCHOLARSHIP, created through the generosity of Ralph 
Levy ’77, and o!ered each year to a new grade 7 student  
with a demonstrated interest in, and aptitude for, the per-
forming arts.

A budding pianist (“classical and a little jazz”) who stud-
ies music in the McGill exam system, Erik has begun making 
his mark as an enthusiastic and respected member of his 
class.  He played soccer on the Bantam Boys A team, and 
surpassed the school record for the Terry Fox run (running 
approximately 23 km for two hours). Outside school, Erik’s 

developing interest in environmental issues has already 
led him to speak publicly on issues related to maintaining 
clean lakes and water sources. His parents have noted Erik’s 
“strong zest for life,” but credit LCC for the “pure joy” Erik is 
now experiencing as a student.  

As an alumnus who succeeded in business and subse-
quently entered the music world as a band member, singer, 
and entrepreneur, Ralph Levy established the scholarship to 
encourage talented students with a deep interest in the arts 
to attend LCC.  The award is named to honour the memory of 
his late mother, Lieselotte (Lisa) Levy.

Themes have included hearts, musicians,  
and—for the Centenary Gala—the theme  
“One Hundred,” for which, under the direction 
of  Junior School Art Teacher Sylvia Tracy, the  
students produced two large collages, one 
made of  a hundred faces and the other of  a 
hundred birds. In recent years, Junior School 
students have also sold photographs, jewelry 
and prints of  their own creation to raise funds 
for Free The Children, money which contrib-
uted to building a school (now up and running) 
in rural China. 

LCC voices raised in song are also raising  
spirits—and money. Music teacher James 
Angelopoulos has been taking his Junior School 
choir—about 50 children from grades 3 through 
6—on the road during the holiday season each 
year. Visits to several senior citizen homes and 
the Montreal General Hospital have spread 
holiday cheer and taught youngsters the value 
of  sharing with others. Meanwhile, teachers  
and staff  have been giving of  their own free 
time to practice and perform in the biennial 
staff  musical, raising money for the “Staff  for 
Students Fund,” which offers financial assis-
tance to students in need. 

03
THE PRE-U CLASS OF 2011’S  

PRODUCTION OF ALICE 
IN WONDERLAND RAISED 
MORE THAN $1,200 FOR 

THE TREVOR WILLIAMS KIDS 
FOUNDATION IN HONOUR OF 

JUSTIN PEAGRAM ’05
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Not to be outdone, LCC’s actors are  
speaking up too. The grade 11 play, an initiative 
begun in 2008 by two students, Katy Palaic ’09 
(Pre-U ’10) and Zachary Rosen ’09, has become 
not just an opportunity for talented older 
students to shine on stage, but a way to raise 
money as well. All proceeds from this year’s 
play, Law & Order: Fairy Tale Unit, benefitted 
the Trevor Williams Kids Foundation in honour 
of  the late Jason Peagram ’05. Pre-U students 
have followed suit, with virtually every student 

in the program contributing to this year’s  
production of  Alice in Wonderland, the  
proceeds of  which were also donated to the 
same charity. Last year’s Pre-U production, 
An Imperfect Proposal, raised over $1,000 
for the Sarah Cook Fund. According to Arts 
Department Head Natasha Hart, these stu-
dents are highly motivated to give back to 
their community and eager to leave a powerful 
legacy behind. 

01

02 03

MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 2011 COMBINE  
THEIR CREATIVE ENERGIES TO SUPPORT  
THE TREVOR WILLIAMS KIDS FOUNDATION.

01 THE PRE-U CLASS OF 2010’S PRODUCTION OF  
AN IMPERFECT PROPOSAL RAISED OVER $1,000  
FOR THE SARAH COOK FUND.

02 LAW & ORDER FAIRY TALE UNIT
03
 



n late April, Mr. A took it upon himself to 
produce and perform in a special concert that 
not only reflected his passion for teaching, music 
and performance, but also supported our vision 
for the LCC Learning Commons: a facility that 
will better support our arts opportunities and 
other programs. The end result was an intimate 
evening of music performed with a sampling of 
current students, alumni, and sta!, who share 
his passion for music. Including an encore,  
21 original pieces by Mr. A were performed, with 
one special composition that had been arranged 
by a dear friend of his who had passed away 
earlier this year.  The featured work ranged from 
stirring piano solos, to a mellow arrangement 
for piano and tuba, to a jazzy composition for 
piano, trumpet and drum that had the audience 
bopping in their seats.  The end result was a 
highly entertaining evening that showcased  
the diverse musical talents of our school  
community. A former LCC parent and current 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
LIANE BERNSTEIN ’10
TANIA WEHLAN (TEACHER) 
CAITLIN GORDON ’06 
CHRISTOPHER HONOS ’07 
CONNIE WILSON (TEACHER)  
MADA HOTEIT (TEACHER) 
SCOTT CHEYNE (TEACHER)

FRONT ROW LEFT TO RIGHT
HOLLY FARIA ’15  
MIIYU FUJITA ’18
CATHERINE RAMBALLY ’18 
AND JAMES ANGELOPOULOS  
(RIGHT BEHIND THE FRONT ROW)

If  you are fortunate enough to know  
Mr. “A” (James Angelopoulos, our Junior 
School music teacher), or have been lucky 
enough to have him as a teacher, there is 
no denying that he’s got virtuoso talent, 
loves what he does, and that he holds 
LCC in a special place in his heart. 

sta! member remarked that in her time at LCC,  
it was without a doubt the most enjoyable  
concert that she had attended. 

When asked about his inspiration for  
taking on such an ambitious project, Mr. A  
said, “I have been composing for quite a while 
but I never had a recital of only my own  
compositions. I basically wrote for myself or  
for others. It’s true in the past I performed at 
Café Cabaret and played one original piece,  
but that was about it. I’m 57 years old. It was 
about time to share my music with others.  
I was a bit nervous about how the public  
would react to my work but now I am glad  
that I did it. As we look back at our lives  
we look at what we have accomplished.  
I am happy that LCC allowed me to put on  
the concert.” 

Clearly, the concert was a mutually  
beneficial arrangement—no pun intended!  
The concert raised close to $1,400. 

produce and perform in a special concert that produce and perform in a special concert that 
not only reflected his passion for teaching, music not only reflected his passion for teaching, music 

Mr. A & Co.: 

MEMORABLE   
MEANINGFUL
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At all grade levels—Junior School 
through Pre-University—LCC 

students are benefitting from the 
many talents of  their teachers  

THE PEOPLE WHO BRING 
ART TO LIFE @ LCC

Faculty Focus

“Arts education has greatly 
changed in the age of  

“screenagers.” Technology has 
given them the opportunity to take 
the music they create and share, 

remix, and reinterpret it.”

“I think the arts are even more 
important than ever. When I paint 
or play piano, I disappear. Time 
ceases to exist. It is a lifelong 

hobby that is peaceful, relaxing 
and so fulfilling.”

“Be a role model, even if  you aren’t 
a role model like Mother Teresa or 

Gandhi, so that kids can choose what 
kind of  person they will want to be  

(or not) when they grow up. And 
NEVER, EVER grow up!”
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ART TEACHER

Guy Cox
Middle and Senior School  
Music Teacher

What is your art?
I am a classically trained trumpet player. 
Playing classical music on the trumpet alone, 
through solo works, or with others in an 
ensemble setting has always been my artistic 
medium. Throughout the years I have sought 
out opportunities to transfer my knowledge to 
other areas, such as folk music and jazz, and  
to other instruments such as mandolin and bass 
to name a few. Conducting has been the natural 
extension of  musical expression that the love of  
playing the trumpet has brought out in me. 

What is your teaching/artistic philosophy? 
My philosophy of  music education is this: to 
create music by performing on an instrument 
in an ensemble setting while reading notation
is one of  the most complex brain functions. 
I also believe that this context for learning 
is the ultimate concrete example of  musical 
expression. To possess talent is irrelevant.  
The act of  performing music, regardless of  
natural ability, is ultimately important to what 
makes us human beings. 

Why teach concert band as a musical 
medium?
Concert band, consisting of  woodwind, brass 
and percussion instruments, has become the 
main vehicle for musical education in North 
American high schools due to its broad appeal 
and focus on musical literacy. The students 
get the varied experiences of  creating music 
while listening and playing with others. It is 
the ultimate cooperative learning situation that 
consistently appeals to different learning styles. 
In this medium, any student can achieve success.

Why are the arts so important for  
21st Century learning?
Arts education has greatly changed in the 
age of  “screenagers.” Technology has given 
them the opportunity to take the music they 
create and share, remix, and reinterpret it. 
The opportunity to listen to music from all over 

the world, from different time periods and in 
differing styles, regardless of  what is “popular,” 
has empowered the youth of  today. The 
concert band musical experience in 2011 has a 
multitude of  new possibilities that enhance an 
already multi-dimensional discipline. Quality 
sound recording and tools for practicing along 
with media connections allow students to 
share their successes. Students can understand 
ensemble musical experience not just from 
their chair, but also from the viewpoint of  
the conductor and audience. This allows 
them more information to make their musical 
decisions.

MUSIC TEACHER

 “To possess talent 
is irrelevant. The act 
of performing music, 
regardless of natural 
ability, is ultimately 
important to what 
makes us human 
beings.”

Guy Cox

THE PEOPLE WHO BRING 
ART TO LIFE @ LCC

Faculty Focus

Je! Sykes
Middle School Art Teacher

What is your art?
That is a tough one. I love music, drama, and  
I love to paint. I guess the real answer is anything 
where I get to be creative and express myself.

What is your teaching/artistic 
philosophy?
I want to give students the mechanical  
skills, so that they can express themselves 
in a coherent fashion. I think great art is a 
combination of  technical skill and artistic flair.

Why are the arts so important  
for 21st Century learning?
The world in which we live has changed: people 
are less physically active, increasingly busy 
and are spending more and more time in front 
of  a computer screen. I think the arts are even 
more important than ever. When I paint or play 
piano, I disappear. Time ceases to exist. It is  
a lifelong hobby that is peaceful, relaxing and  
so fulfilling.

Who or what inspires you?
People who create inspire me. It might be a 
concert pianist or someone selling paintings 
for $20 on a tropical beach. I love to see people 
pursue their artistic passion.
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ART TEACHER

Ian Gri!ths ’71
Art Teacher

Why do you teach art? 
Art is my life. I made art long before I became 
an art teacher. The process of  teaching art is 
like revealing ancient secrets. Sometimes  
I refer to artists as visual alchemists because  
we produce “gold” from ideas and emotions…. 
Those intangibles become art. Art is 
shamanism. It is the closest thing to true 
spirituality…. no dogma! Sometimes I say 
that I don’t teach art, I teach my “self.” 
Every teacher should teach from experience 
and self-knowledge. If  you can’t do it, you 
shouldn’t teach it! Teach “you,” not from some 
curriculum guide. Why do I teach? Why do 
I breathe?

If  you hadn’t become an art teacher, what 
do you suppose you would have been?
Something else. Most probably richer. Happier?

Who have had the biggest influences  
on your life?
My mother (too much to mention). Then my 
father (humour), Percy Arnold Deane (carving), 
my sis and bro (two superior teachers!), my 
Uncle Karl (taught me to ski), Aunt Mary 
(kindness), Geoffrey Merrill, (the great 
communicator), Denys Heward ’64 (passion), 
Eric Lasota (gentleness), James Angelopoulos 
(virtuosity), Sylvia Tracy (morality), Vincent 
Van Gogh (suffering), Marilyn Monroe (duh!), 
and Johnny Jellybean (sartorial elegance).  
Oh, and Melodie, Mattson, Erin and Kate.

What is the secret to teaching 35 years?
Do your own thing. Say NO to others’ ideas that  
are big make-work projects for you. Laugh. Tell 
dumb jokes. Talk about important life stuff. 
Make sure students know what you think about 
things. Be a role model, even if  you aren’t a role 
model like Mother Teresa or Gandhi, so that 

 “Art is my life. 
I made art long before  
I became an art 
teacher. The process 
of teaching art is like 
revealing ancient 
secrets.”

Ian Griffiths ’71

 “To ensure quality 
education, students 
need to have success 
and to also experience 
the fun of playing in  
an ensemble.”

Scott Cheyne

kids can choose what kind of  person they will 
want to be (or not) when they grow up. And 
NEVER, EVER grow up!

We hear you are retiring from LCC at  
the end of  the 2011-2012 academic year. 
Any plans?
To play saxophone well-ish. To pay off  my 
mortgage before I die. To hold my grand kids 
and remember everyone’s name who ever 
meant something to me. Maybe I’ll go back  
to university or become a sit down comedian 
(my legs get tired). To cook better food, do  
a single malt and golf  tour of  Scotland, write  
a book…. Or I could just get creamed by  
a cement truck one day crossing the street!  
Que sera, sera!

MUSIC TEACHER

Scott Cheyne 
Middle and Senior School  
Music Teacher

What is your art?
My personal form of  artistic expression is 
classical music. I currently hold the principal 
tuba position in the Orchestre symphonique 
de Longueuil and am filling the principal tuba 
chair in the Orchestre Métropolitain under 
maestro Yannick Nézet-Séguin for 2011. I have 
also played for the Orchestre symphonique de 
Sherbrooke, the Orchestre symphonique de 
Laval, and the Montreal Symphony Orchestra. 
My experiences playing exceptional music  
with world class musicians inspire me to instill  
the love of  music in my students.

What is your artistic/teaching 
philosophy?
My philosophy for music education is that 
music is a performance-based discipline, and 
therefore should be learned through playing 
an instrument or singing. To ensure quality 
education, students need to have success and 
to also experience the fun of  playing in an 
ensemble. Current research has shown that 
playing an instrument while reading music 
is the only way to activate all six lobes of  
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FINE ARTS HEAD

the brain simultaneously. It should therefore 
be argued that while music is important for 
developing creative thought, it also produces 
brain function only achieved through music.  
It is my belief  that this means music education  
is important for all students.

Who inspired you?
My high school band teacher, the late  
Mr. Ronald Mackay, was my inspiration to 
enter into the music education profession. He 
had been a member of  the Atlantic Symphony 
before starting the band program in Truro, 
Nova Scotia. He was energetic, loved music 
and wanted the best for all of  his students.  
His love for music was contagious, and there 
are many of  his former students who work  
as music teachers across Canada.

What are some of  the special moments 
for you from teaching music?
Every year when grade 7 students play in their 
first concert I think it is an incredibly special 
moment. Nothing compares to the excitement 
for students playing in their premiere 
performance!

degree in London, England, with an intensive 
term in theatrical studies. Since coming to 
Montreal, I’ve furthered my training with 
acting for film; an interesting medium for  
all actors to explore.

Describe your most inspiring  
theatre moment.
When I lived in Prague, Czech Republic, 
I joined an artist collective that was in its 
infancy. The collaboration of  artists from 
Denmark, Russia, New York and Croatia,  
to name a few, was so powerful and inspiring, 
one felt as though anything could happen. 
Performance art met with dance, sculpture 
and visual art. I realized the significance of  
collectivity and what could happen when 
creativity and openness met. We grew 
substantially and attracted a lot of  press in 
Prague; it was a very exciting time in my life.

Who is your favorite playwright?
I love Tom Stoppard and Edward Albee. 
Watching Stoppard’s The Real Thing on the 
London stage was one of  the most profound 
theatrical experiences I’ve had as a spectator; 
I was 23 at the time. I recently saw the premier 
of  Albee’s latest play, Me, Myself  and I, in New 
York City and it again left me with an intense 
appreciation of  the thrill of  live theatre. 

What does theatre teach your students?
We can all relate to the power of  theatre and 
its ability to make us laugh or cry or think 
about the world and ourselves in a new way. 
However, theatre education is different for a 
student; it is a powerful experience of  personal 
growth and artistic expression. Theatre starts 
with exploration into one’s sense of  self  and 
fosters an appreciation of  the work of  others. 
On-stage experience strengthens confidence, 
and allows students to reflect on how they 
present themselves to the world. Working 
within an ensemble enhances students’ ability 
to problem solve and to practice a strong 
sense of  discipline. I get to see students in 
a very different light. They learn to laugh 
at themselves and to understand humanity 
through comedy and drama.

 “Theatre educa-
tion is different for  
a student; it is a 
powerful experience 
of personal growth 
and artistic  
expression.”

Natasha Hart

Natasha Hart
Fine Arts Department Head

What is your art? 
My art is acting and directing. I started acting 
in junior school and graduated to serious 
drama competitions in high school. Growing 
up in St. John’s, Newfoundland, and being 
exposed to a thriving theatre community led to 
a great appreciation of  the arts. My focus was 
on stage acting at university and I finished my 
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 “There is nothing 
better than being in 
the midst of a group 
of students who are 
all in the process 
of creation and are 
completely focused 
and excited about 
their idea.”

Sylvia Tracy

Sylvia Tracy
Junior School Art Teacher

What is your art?
My art is painting. It allows me to escape from  
my everyday routine into my own world of  
colour, light and texture. I prefer acrylics, as 
they are very immediate and versatile.

In the summer I usually carry my paints 
on trips to the country and set up a studio at 
home. I also enjoy photography and fashion 
design.

Who and what inspire you?
I have a few favourite artists that I turn to 
when looking for inspiration, and I love to look 
at fabrics and crafts from around the world, 
but most of  all, my inspiration comes from the 
children themselves. There is nothing better 
than being in the midst of  a group of  students 
who are all in the process of  creation and are 
completely focused and excited about their idea.

How do you make art come to life?
Storytelling is a great way to engage young 
learners. Sometimes I tell stories about 
an artist or a work of  art, thus helping my 
students understand the world in which the 
artwork was created. The children make their 
own work come to life with their stories and 
make-believe worlds, and this is an important 
part of  childhood. 

If  you could live in a work of  art,  
which would you choose?
A Frank Lloyd Wright home with period 
furniture and art!

Why are the arts so important  
in 21st Century learning?
In order for students to reach their potential, 
they must be in an environment that fosters 
imagination and problem solving. People are 
much too ready to accept that creativity is a 
matter of  talent and personality when in fact it 
can be taught. It is important to offer children 
the chance to take risks and to get involved 
in the creative process rather than stress too 
much about the end result. As machines and 
computers replace a variety of  mundane tasks, 
the world of  the future will depend on those 
who have flexible and creative minds.

ART TEACHER
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 “To watch a 
student who was 
once too shy to sing 
finally stand up and 
sing with confidence 
is special. Seeing a 
student play a piece 
on the recorder that 
they once considered 
impossible is so 
gratifying.”

James Angelopoulos

MUSIC TEACHER

What are some of  the special moments 
for you from teaching music?
There are always special moments in music 
class. To watch a student who was once 
too shy to sing finally stand up and sing 
with confidence is special. Seeing a student 
play a piece on the recorder that they once 
considered impossible is so gratifying.  
To have a student look at you and say,  
“Did I really compose such a nice melody,  
Mr. A?”, is special. I could go on and on. 

Why teach concert band/choir  
as a musical medium?
Musical groups such as choir and band 
help bring people together. It improves 
communication skills and group work. It helps 
form peer groups. Studies have shown that 
students in such groups benefit in other ways. 
For example, they have better grades or are 
more creative.

What are the benefits of  a music 
education?
There are so many but here are just a few. 
Music helps develop brain areas involved in 
language and reasoning. It helps students to 
think creatively and to solve problems. Music 
is the universal language and it helps bring 
people and cultures together. Music teaches 
discipline. Most importantly, music provides 
students with a means of  self-expression.

James Angelopoulos
Junior School Music Teacher

What is your art?
Playing the piano is my art. There is not a day, 
unless I am away, that my hands don’t touch 
a piano. I would like to think that composing, 
teaching music, and directing are also my art. 

If  you could live in any painting/play, 
which would you choose?
If  I could live in a play (musical), it would be  
Peter Pan. I always loved this story as a child 
and to this date, it is my favourite musical that 
I have directed here at LCC. It is true that we 
all grow up, but it’s good to remember and hold 
on to the child within. Here’s a quote from  
Peter Pan… So come with me, where dreams are 
born, and time is never planned. Just think of  
happy things, and your heart will fly on wings, 
forever, in Never Never Land.

Why are the arts so important for  
21st Century learning?
The arts are important in any century. The arts 
stimulate our imagination. You have to imagine 
things before they can come into existence. 
The imagination can be developed and the arts 
help do that. In the end, one with imagination 
is more likely to solve a problem than one 
without.



In the early spring  
we sent an “all call” 
to our alumni to share 
their “art” with us. 
Hobby or profession, 
and regardless of 
discipline, our goal was 
to celebrate our alumni’s 
artistic achievements. 
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 01.  BILL RUSEDSKI ’87
02.  BOB MARSHALL ’62
03.  LES SABLER ’73
04.  AMANDA TAM ’08-COMPETITIVE DANCER
05.  ALAN GRATIAS ’63 
06.  JEFFREY HARPER ’75–THOSE DAYS ARE GONE 
  (ALBUM COVER)  
07.  ARI SOULIAKIS ’91
08.  ALEJANDRO MONTERO ’88

Here we have included one sample from each 
of the submissions that we received. To view 
more examples, visit:  www.lcc.ca/thisismyart.   

In addition to an impressive sampling of  work, we also 
received some great feedback. We have included some 
of  those comments as well.
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Dear Friends,
I am happy to share this watercolour 
painting I did a few years ago while  
travelling on mainland Greece. The land-
scape depicted is near Thebes, patches 
of cultivated land, punctured by tall 
cypress trees. As the light was soft and 
very watercolour-friendly at that hour,  
I parked my car and took this absorbing 
break.

Best wishes and many thanks to my 
teacher, Ian Gri!ths, who I still very well 
remember!
—Ari Soulikias ’91

05
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 01.  JESSE SHERMAN ’03
02.  WILLIAM HULME ’62
03.  JOHN CHRISTOU ’95
04.  TYLER COBBETT ’76
05.  VINCENT STEPHEN-ONG ’93
06.  AAMER MITTA ’74
07.  DENYS HEWARD ’64
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06 07
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03
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I recently retired from the Public Service 
and moved to Eganville, Ontario, to paint 
full time.

While at LCC, I studied under Gino 
Lorcini, who was a student of renowned 
artist and art educator Dr. Arthur Lismer. 
I completed my McGill School Certificate 
that included one of the first art matricu-
lation courses. From LCC, I went on to 
study architecture at McGill University 
and the University of California at 
Berkeley. At McGill, I studied elements 
of design and freehand drawing under 
Gordon Webber and Gentile Tondino, as 
well as completing plein air sketching  
schools led by Tondino and Stuart Wilson, 
all of whom were also students of Lismer. 

Inspired by the Quebec landscape  
and vernacular architecture as well 
as the Algonquin Highlands, I usually 
paint plein air in acrylic and oil. I am cur-
rently a member of the Ottawa-based 
Plein Air Ensemble and the Ottawa Art 
Association, and regularly exhibit my 
work at the Ottawa Little Theatre. 
—William Hulme ’62



Dear LCC,
This is my art & love—revitalization of 
heritage buildings. I graduated in interior 
design from Parsons School of Design 
in NYC, thanks in part to Dr. Penton’s 
support. Now I am based in Prescott, ON, 
and these before/after photos are of my 
most recent project—an 1830’s former 
doctor’s surgery in Prescott, left vacant 
for 10 years. The Ontario Heritage Trust is 
interested in adding this building to their 
list, as representative of heritage com-
mercial construction of that period.
Cheers,
—John Harding ‘64

Dear Students and Teachers at LCC:
What a great idea. When I was a student 
at LCC, I had no artistic talent despite 
the School’s best e!orts, and I still have 
none. On the other hand, I appreciate art 
very much. That’s why I like your idea!
Best regards,
—Tom Burpee ’55

 08.  JOHN HARDING ’64
09.  FAISAL LUTCHMEDIAL ’92
10.  PETER BEHRENS ’71
11.  ROBERT FRIEDBERG ’76
12.  MITCHELL BENJAMIN ’80
13.  BRIAN LUCAS ’52
14.  LOREN HICKS  ’68

08

09

131211

10

14
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PETIT ’77  

TINKER ’06  

COUPEY’59 

CLERMONT ’01 

FRASER ’72

PALAIC ’09

ACTS
CLASS

CLASS
ACTS
We asked our alumni who are involved in 
the arts to share some of their personal 
insights with us.
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PETIT ’77  

TINKER ’06  

COUPEY’59 

CLERMONT ’01 

FRASER ’72

PALAIC ’09

Ashley Tinker ’06 (Pre-U ’07)

What is your profession? 
I am currently in the Fine Art Photography pro-
gram at Concordia University. My main experi-
ence with art at LCC was Mr. Griffith ’71’s art 
room. This is where I developed a curiosity for 
the arts. 

If  you were able to return to LCC as a  
student, what would be your ideal vision  
for the arts at the school?
It would be wonderful for LCC to expand its 
visual arts program because there were not 
many choices when I was there. It is important to 
develop students into well-rounded people who 
can realize creative potential within prospective 
careers rather than just taking straight paths. 

The work place today is demanding more 
and more creativity and it is important to develop 
these skills early on. I would love to see more 
drawing, painting, photography and even print-
making classes at LCC. More avenues for creative 
writing would also be lovely. I am someone who 
believes that life is too short to do anything that 
one doesn’t enjoy for a living. 

Do you have any advice for a young person 
who is considering a career in the arts?
If  a student is considering a career in the arts,  
I say to learn as much as one can about one’s 
interests and keep one’s mind open when heading 
out into the job market. 

Darrell Petit ’77

What is your profession? 
Sculptor/Artist 

In your opinion, what are the long-term 
benefits of  an art program for youth? 
By participating in the creative arts young 
students will have a more multidisciplinary 
learning experience that will enhance their 
world view.

If  you were able to return to LCC as a 
student, what would be your ideal vision 
for the arts at the school?   
Arts at the school should be mainly a hands-on 
approach to making the creative decisions and 
shaping the ideas into form. 

What is your favourite quote about  
the arts? 
“His work is simple, powerful and beautiful.  
I admire his art, but I admire just as much the 
intensity with which he engages each piece”—
architect Cesar Pelli writing on the work of   
Darrell Petit.

Explain how LCC played a part in your  
“art journey.” 
I believe that the rigour of  the teaching I 
received at LCC, together with the intensity 
and intellectual curiosity of  my fellow students, 
had a positive influence on my “art journey.” 

Do you have any advice for a young person 
who is considering a career in the arts? 
Follow your instincts and your passion and 
learn by doing; by going and seeking out those 
people that are important teachers, and by 
going to see those places and those original 
art works that you feel are important to your 
learning. 

KISS (2008)

LEFT-PHOTO SHOOT, 
STOWE (VT)

RIGHT-CEMETERY PHOTO 
SERIES-FLORENCE, ITALY
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Pierre Coupey ’59

What is your profession?
Painter, printmaker, writer, editor, educator.

In your opinion, what are the long-term 
benefits of  an art program for youth?
Such programs should stimulate both basic 
and voracious curiosity. If  the students go on 
to become artists, presumably they’ve been 
furthered in their understanding of  art’s 
challenges and possibilities, and their curiosity 
deepened. If  they don’t, they’ve at least had 
the opportunity to exercise their imaginations, 
develop their sensibilities, deepen their sense 
of  wonder, and perhaps acquire a thirst for 
more.

If  you were able to return to LCC as a 
student, what would be your ideal vision 
for the arts at the school?
An interdisciplinary program that fused paint-
ing, writing, sound, video, film, theatre, instal-
lation and performance. A program taught by 
practicing professionals in their disciplines, that 
encouraged engagement in the Montreal art 
community, and brought in visiting artists to 
stimulate ideas and ambitions, and to expand 
the dialogue.

What is your favourite quote about  
the arts?
“Art does not render the visible but renders  
visible.”––Paul Klee

“The life so short, the craft so long to learn.” 
––Chaucer

Explain how LCC played a part in your 
“art journey.”
In my day we had an art room with easels and 
such, but not much of  a program: outside of  
academics our focus was sports and cadets. 
Nevertheless, the headmaster, Dr. Penton, was 
kind enough to let me use the art room for 
two summers in a row on my own when I was 
around 17 or 18. The LCC art room became 
my first studio outside of  my parents’ house, 
and I’d do up to two or three paintings a day. 
I’ll never forget that free access to a painting 
space generously given by Dr. Penton: he obvi-
ously knew something was up.

Do you have any advice for a young person 
who is considering a career in the arts?
Go to New York and London. Work. Be tough. 
Don’t expect anyone to make things easy for 
you: no one owes you anything. You never stop 
paying your dues. You can never stop learning. 
Be humble: “C’est facile d’avoir du génie a vingt 
ans, c’est difficile d’avoir du talent a soixante ans.” 
Be in it for the long haul.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT PIERRE COUPEY VISIT: 
coupey.com    galleryjones.com    thecapilanoreview.com

 01.  ISOLA SAN MICHELE IV
02.  BETWEEN MEMORY AND  
  PERCEPTION
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Alexandra Clermont ’01

What is your profession?
I do not have a profession. I discovered fabric arts 
at university and consider myself  to be a “textile 
artist,” though my productivity is inconsistent as I 
am never in one place for very long. I have worked 
a number of  odd jobs, such as teaching and office 
administration, to sustain a lifestyle of  travelling 
and creating. I am a professionally certified SCUBA 
divemaster, have studied and conducted research 
in the fields of  marine biology/conservation, and 
have wandered the globe extensively in search of  
experiences to inform and inspire my artwork. I 
have not made a career out of  art; however, it is a 
practice I have always been passionate about and 
will continue to engage in, as a means of  medita-
tion and expression, throughout my life. No matter 
what my “profession” may be... I am an artist.

In your opinion, what are the long-term  
benefits of  an art program for youth?
School can be a very rigid place for youth; the days 
are gridlocked in structured schedules, and the 
expectations and pressures for achievement only 
increase with time. In my opinion (and experience), 
an art program offers students an incredible island 
of  respite from what can feel like a very one-
dimensional way of  operating throughout the day.  
This pocket of  free space and creative learning 
opens up new ways of  thinking about the world 
and oneself, while encouraging the young minds to 
express themselves honestly in a safe arena where 
there is no wrong answer. Whether the students 
pursue art or not, these programs provide a vital 
alternative paradigm that may unlock new avenues 
of  self-discovery and philosophical thought, which 
in the long term may transform into heightened 
levels of  confidence and awareness.

If  you were able to return to LCC as a  
student, what would be your ideal vision  
for the arts at the school?
My ideal vision for the arts at LCC is my memory 
of  the three years I spent in Ian Griffiths ’71’s class. 
I cannot imagine a better program than what he 
offered us: a widely varied and constantly chang-
ing curriculum (no two consecutive grade years 
were exactly the same); individual attention and 
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personalized projects based on what he knew we 
were interested in; extensive trips to galleries and 
museums as well as interactive workshops with 
guest artists; but most of  all, the sense that when 
you entered the classroom, you were free to be 
yourself, and that learning about and making art 
could, and should, be as fascinating as it is fun.

What is your favourite quote about the arts?
“Life beats down and crushes the soul and art reminds 
you that you have one.”—Stella Adler

Explain how LCC played a part in your  
“art journey.”
I came to LCC in grade 9 from a school whose 
idea of  art never strayed beyond papier mâché 
and drawing with coloured pencils. I had always 
been artistically inclined, taking extra-curriculars 
at various arts centres, but my initiation into LCC’s 
program (with my very first oil painting on canvas) 
was nothing short of  an explosion. It is where my 
journey of  true learning began, cultivating my 
grasp of  and appreciation for art history, culture, 
and craft. A book on Mr. Griffiths’ “help-yourself-
as-long-as-you-put-it-back” shelf, about Canadian 
artist and Mount Allison University graduate Mary 
Pratt, inspired me to apply to study fine arts at the 
same school, essentially guiding the very course of  
my life. It is not without a certain amount of  awe 
when I say that LCC was the fertile soil in which 
my budding artistic spirit took root, and was given 
the tools to grow.

Do you have any advice 
for a young person who 
is considering a career 
in the arts? 
All I can say to a young 
person interested in the 
arts is: Try everything. 
Open yourself  up. You 
may think you are bad at 
something, but you never 
know what you’ll discover 
by giving yourself  the 
freedom to experiment 
and explore. Nothing you 
ever do, or create, is a 
waste of  time; everything 
is a dynamic part of  your 
growth and there are no 
such things as mistakes. 
Surround yourself  with 
creative people and share 
in each other’s processes. 
Never let anybody dis-
suade you from following 
the path you choose. If   
art is your passion and 
you do it for the sheer love 
and pleasure of  it, the rest 
will follow. A career in art 
is difficult, but I believe 
there is a niche for anyone 
willing to create it for him 
or herself. The artist’s ride 
can be emotional and 
intense, but never, under 
any circumstances, give  
up on yourself.

01.  BRINK

01
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ALAN FRASER WITH A 1942 
STEINWAY ONCE OWNED BY 

WANDA LANDOWSKA

ALAN FRASER TEACHING.

Alan Fraser ’72

What is your profession?
I am a concert pianist, professor of  piano, author 
of  books on piano technique, and a Feldenkrais 
practitioner. 

In your opinion, what are the long-term 
benefits of  an art program for youth?
Incalculable. Real involvement in any artistic 
process is an involvement of  one’s whole being. It 
calls up the intelligence not only of  the mind but 
also of  the body and the emotions. The develop-
ment of  this kind of  “holographic intelligence” is 
so useful for people in any field. We all know that 
the best scientists come up with their creative 
inspirations in moments of  “artistic intuition,” and 
the capacity for this type of  creativity needs to be 
nurtured. All the best learning, all the best ability 
development takes place in the context of  curios-
ity and engagement rather than coercion. 
In this day and age of computers, countless elec-
tronic distractions, and of  diminishing attention 
spans, an effective arts program is all the more 
valuable in not only developing but actually saving 
our kids’ capacity for effective thought and action. 

If  you were able to return to LCC as a 
student, what would be your ideal vision  
for the arts at the school? 
A strong drama department. My father acted in 
many Shakespearean plays through his school 
years, and I wish I could have done the same  
(I did sing Merlin in a musical version of  Arthur 
we did in 1967). A strong visual arts department. 
Now the rage is all electronic media, but I would 
get back to traditional painting and sketching, 
where a real body has contact with real paints and 
real canvas. A strong music department of  course, 
with the accent on performance and not just lis-
tening. And a strong English literature program. 

What is your favourite quote about the arts?  
Coloratura soprano Amalita Galli-Curci, when 
asked how she felt about her many recordings: 
“In relation to that tantalizing musical horizon  
I sought to achieve, I am very humble, but if   
I compare them to the records of  other sopranos 
I am very proud.” 

Explain how LCC played a part in your 
“art journey.”  
Mine has been a rather special “art journey,” for 
I have married my artistic activity to both science 
and literature. Aiming to create a new approach 
to piano technique, I became a Feldenkrais 
practitioner to gain a deeper scientific under-
standing of  human movement per se. Aiming to 
communicate what I eventually learned, I began 
to write books. Without the stellar scientific 
background I received from LCC (especially my 
studies in geometry with Mr. Lane and in physics 
with Martin Hardiman), and without the tremen-
dous love and respect for English literature LCC 
instilled in me (shall I ever forget the imperious
voice and visage of  Bob Veysey quoting 
Theodore Dreiser?), I am quite confident that this 
simply would not have happened. I would not be 
what I am today without these gifts from LCC. 

Do you have any advice for a young person 
who is considering a career in the arts?
Follow your star. It won’t be easy. “A career in 
the arts” is already an oxymoron. We come 
across this problem a lot in the Feldenkrais 
world. A practitioner finishes a training and of  
course wants to set up his practice and develop a 
clientele. He wants to get on his feet profession-
ally. But the lessons he teaches are actually works 
of  art in nature, and they are best done outside 
the constraint of  having to have “earned” a fee. 
For many practitioners it’s best to keep their day 
job and let their practice develop organically, 
naturally. Practice your art without the burden of  
having to earn a fee, but practice it with passion, 
with every fibre of  your being. Give expression  
to that inner spark until you see it lighting up  
the people around you. 

Let inspiration and an intense creativity power 
every aspect of  your art, even the material and 
financial elements. Don’t fall into the “poor starving 
artist” syndrome. Let your enthusiasm and love for 
what you do be infectious and inspire the people 
around you! 

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: 
  www.alanfraser.net
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Katy Palaic ’09 (Pre-U ’10)

What is your profession? 
I am currently a student at Queen’s University 
in the arts and science program, pursuing a 
degree in stage and screen studies. 

In your opinion, what are the long-term 
benefits of  an art program for youth? 
I believe that one long-term benefit of  an arts 
program is the opportunity that it gives to 
interact and work with other people. Theatre is 
an undertaking that is not completed on one’s 
own: it requires teamwork, and cooperation 
is essential to the success of  the project. The 
chance to learn these skills at a young age is 
certainly beneficial.

If  you were able to return to LCC as a 
student, what would be your ideal vision 
for the arts at the school?   
I would want each student to be able to have 
equal opportunities to participate in the arts  
at the school and have access to resources 
that could further their education in the arts. 
The arts should not be seen as the last priority, 
rather it should be considered as one of   
the most valuable programs at the school.  

What is your favourite quote about the arts? 
“I sweat. If  anything comes easy to me, I mistrust it.” 
—Lilli Palmer

Explain how LCC played a part in your 
“art journey.” 
I would have to say that Ms. Hart, who is  
currently the head of  the fine arts department  
at LCC, played a significant part in developing 
my enthusiasm and passion for theatre. She 
encouraged independent student-led projects 
and the continuance of  my arts education  
at university. I received encouragement from
LCC faculty and the flexibility to branch out 
to work on student projects, allowing me to 
develop my arts education independently  
and with support.

Jesse Prupas ’95

Dear LCC,

I got your email yesterday and put it aside to think about it for a bit, because 
the truth is, though I did plenty of  extra-curricular activities at LCC, I never 
really participated in any of  the school’s arts programs. I was really much 
more of  a three-teams-a-year jock. But your question about how LCC 
played a part in my “art journey” was still nagging me because there’s one 
huge thing that LCC helped me with in my journey in becoming a television 
producer and that simply was: leadership. I spent five years on the students’ 
council and was elected president of  the council in my graduating year in 
1995. When I think back on that time, all the skills that I learned then, from 
“how to chair a meeting,” or “how to prepare minutes,” or “how to organize a 
student event,” have all proven to be extremely valuable for me in my career, 
as I now spend my days organizing crew members and actors into tightly-
knit production teams where the magic of  moviemaking happens. Also, the 
opportunities that I had to attend leadership seminars and conferences (then 
organized by Vic Badian ’61) were also extremely helpful in teaching me 
some of  the leadership skills that I still use to this day.
 
Anyway, I’m sure that this is not the type of  answer that you were expecting.  
I realize that I’m definitely not a poster-boy for the arts programs at the 
school; in the film and TV biz they call me a “suit” not a “creative,” after all.

Sincerely,
Jesse Prupas 
VP Development & Distribution  Muse Entertainment

Jesse Prupas ’95 is involved in the arts 
in a different way from other alumni that 
we have showcased in this issue of  Class 
Acts. Here’s what he had to share with us:

Do you have any advice for a young 
person who is considering a career in 
the arts?
From personal experience, I recommend 
getting involved in as many theatre projects 
as you can, and as soon as you can, whether 
backstage or onstage. Don’t let intimidation 
or a negative attitude get in the way of  trying 
for a position. I have learned that getting a 
well-rounded theatre education is essential 
to becoming successful in the department. 
It’s important to push yourself  beyond your 
comfort zone.

01.  KATY PALAIC WAS A CO-DIRECTOR OF HER GRADE 11 
PLAY MAN OF THE HOUSE.  

02.  IN HER FIRST YEAR AT QUEEN’S, KATY WAS INVOLVED 
WITH THE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION OF HOT  
CHOCOLATE (PHOTO CREDIT MATHIEU SLY).

www.muse.ca
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WINTERFEST
January 22-23, 2011

Our annual Winterfest alumni basketball and 
hockey tournaments were a big success, with 
alumni coming from far and wide to participate. 

The basketball event took place on Saturday, 
December 18, 2010, and it was particularly 
special this year as the tournament was renamed 
in the memory of  one of  the league’s most 
active supporters and participants, the late Rob 
Nihon ’92. Rob seldom missed a Wednesday or 
Saturday game in the alumni league and never 
missed the tournament. His untimely passing 
in March 2010 was a shock to many, including 
all who have played in the league for the past 
decade or so. It was felt that naming the tourna-
ment in his honour was the right thing to do to 
recognize his big heart and tremendous spirit.  
A very competitive 3-on-3 round robin tourna-
ment led to the crowning of  Stewart Yeung ’95, 
Nic Cadotte ’95, Mike Alpert ’93 and Rob Stroll ’98 
as the inaugural champions of  the Rob Nihon ’92 
Memorial Tournament. 

The hockey tournament featured 8 teams in 
two divisions on the weekend of  January 21-23, 
2011. Over 70 alumni competed in the Wood-
Barrett and Heward divisions, with the eventual 
champions being the LCC Staff  team and Team 
Matthews, respectively. Each year, alumni come 
from as far as California to play (Dr. Stuart Gold ’76, 
Jamie Winterstern ’02, and Darren Cornforth ’86),  
and many more come in from Ottawa, Toronto, 
NYC, and Boston for an entire weekend of   
camaraderie, fun, healthy competition, and  
terrific alumni spirit. An example of  that spirit 
is the annual awarding of  the G.B. Maughan ’59 
Memorial Trophy for commitment and dedica-
tion to LCC alumni hockey. This year’s recipient 
was Steven Rossy ’77, the long-time commis-
sioner of  the Old Boys Hockey League and an 
integral part of  the league’s growth to where  
it is today. 

Congratulations and thanks to all who  
came together for these memorable events.

01 WINTERFEST:  
TEAM ’87’S

02 WINTERFEST:  
(L TO R)  
DR. ROBERT CORNFORTH,  
CHILION HEWARD ’49,  
STEVEN ROSSY ’77,  
KEN SHAW ’77

03 WINTERFEST:  
PARTICIPANTS AT THE 
ROB NIHON ’92 MEMORIAL 
TOURNAMENT

04 LONDON:  
(L TO R)  
ALAN HODGSON ’54, 
DEREK YATES ’86,  
ROBERT DE  
FOUGEROLLES ’57

05 LONDON:  
(L TO R)  
MAX CUKIER ’03,  
ALEXANDRA POSTANS ’03, 
KRISTINA VELAN ’03,  
STEFAN ZEBROWKSI-
RUBIN ’03

06 LONDON:  
(L TO R)  
JAMES WILSON ’96,  
LEAH SHANNON  
(PRE-U ’06),  
SONNY MOROZ ’07
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07 NEW YORK:  
DOUG MILLOWITZ ’87,  
DEREK KENT ’87

08 NEW YORK:  
SHAWN BRENHOUSE ’02,  
ALEX BLANK ’04,  
PHILIP DOBRIN ’03,  
DOUG RAICEK ’03,  
DANIEL BRENHOUSE ’O4

09 NEW YORK:  
SARA SCHLEMM (PRE-U ’03), 
BRITANNY SHILLER ’05,  
JODI KRAKOWER ’03

10 BOSTON:  
NEAL GORDON ’78,  
RAFFI AFEYAN ’02,  
MICHAEL MEE ’02,  
NADIGE (FRIEND OF  
MICHAEL MEE)

11 BOSTON:  
KIRK LLANO (DIRECTOR  
OF PHILANTHROPY),  
JAY CORNFORTH ’83,  
PETER KENT ’72.

LONDON, ENGLAND
March 21, 2011

The London event was held at the Royal 
Automobile Club in the heart of  the city on 
Pall Mall. Alumni from the 1950s to the 2000s 
enjoyed a reception and dinner as well as a 
presentation and Q & A by Headmaster Chris 
Shannon’(Pre-U ’76). Our annual gathering is 
always a popular one and it offers alumni a 
chance to reconnect with the school, which  
may be far away geographically but still very 
close to their hearts. 

NEW YORK CITY
April 13, 2011

This year’s event was the largest gathering of  U.S.-
based alumni ever held! Over 40 alumni attended 
a reception at the offices of  UBS on Avenue  
of  the Americas, thanks to the current president 
of  U.S. Friends of  LCC, Doug Millowitz ’87.  
John Fry ’47 was our most senior Old Boy in 
attendance and we were thrilled to have 10 alumni 
from the 2000s join us as well. Next year we aim 
for 50 people!

BOSTON
April 14, 2011

We hosted a small reception for our 
Boston-based alumni on the same night as 
the Habs-Bruins playoff  opener in Boston 
for round one of  the NHL playoffs. Needless 
to say, Habs team owner Geoff  Molson ’87  
was unable to attend but he wasn’t far away! 
Close to 20 alumni gathered at the Hilton Back 
Bay for a fun event that lasted over four hours. 
And yes… we had the game on a big screen  
in our reception room! 

WWW.LCC.CA
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50s 
John C. Wallace ’55 has 
recently retired from Fred 
Olsen Ltd., and still resides 
in England.

Frithjof  Akerblom ’58 
writes: “Although retired 
from teaching French 
immersion in BC since 
2002, I am still filling in as 
a substitute when needed. 
I was thrilled to return to 
my birthplace of  Germany 
(near Dresden) for the first 
time in 65 years. My brother 
Peter ’63 and I drove from 
Northern Italy and also  
visited his birthplace in 
southeast Germany. In 
Berlin and Hanover we met 
cousins for the first time in 
our lives, as we had immi-
grated to Canada in 1953.”

Michael O’Loughlin 
Burpee ’58 developed  
an institutional equity busi-
ness at Nesbitt Thompson 
in 1968. He then moved 
to Montreal Investment 
Management Inc. in 1972 
and helped build it into 
Canada’s largest investment 
management company by 

ALUMNI NEWS

assets. Michael left Canada 
in 1985 to live in Hong 
Kong to learn global invest-
ment management and to 
study in Asia. He moved 
to New York in 1992 and 
started the International 
Portfolio LLC to manage 
portfolio assets in markets 
outside North America.  
He moved to Bermuda 
in 1998 and changed the 
company name to TIP 
(Bermuda) Limited. Michael 
has been married to Gillian 
Jones Burpee since 1972. 
They have four children: 
Geoffrey, Sean Patrick, 
Caroline, and Simone 
Beaubien Burpee.

60s 
Six members from the Class 
of  1962 recently gathered  
in Aspen, Colorado, for  
a ski vacation. Plans are 
afoot already for the 50th 
reunion in September 2012. 
Joe Robb ’62 is especially 
proud of  this photo as he 
notes that “the rest of  the 
alumni can see that we  
are not all in wheelchairs!” 
(Photo.01)

Peter Akerblom ’63
writes: “I moved to 
Bergamo, Italy in 2004. 
Bergamo is near enough  
to Milan, so I can easily  
meet up with anyone 
travelling over here. Denys 
Heward ’64 was here in 
2009 and I also met up 
with Andy Shatilla ’63 in 
Florence a few years back.”

John Harding ’64 and 
Fraser Laschinger ’64 
crossed paths after not  
seeing each other in over 
30 years. Fraser has retired 
to Prescott, Ontario, where 
he has ancestral roots.  
John & his wife fell in love 
with a stone 1830s former 
surgery. Fraser recognized 
John during the renovations. 
Now, both are members of   
a revived Prescott Heritage 
Committee, as well as  
supporters of  the Fort 
Town/Jeunesses Musicales 
Concerts and the St. 
Lawrence Shakespeare 
Festival.
(Photo.02)

70s 
Peter Behrens ’71 whose 
first novel The Law of  
Dreams won the Governor-
General’s Award in 2006, 
and was published in ten 
languages, has a new novel 
coming out this year. The 
O’Briens will be published 
July 2011 in Canada by 
House of  Anansi, and in 
February 2012 in the US by 
Pantheon Books. Peter lives 
in Maine and West Texas 
with his wife Basha and  
son Henry. 
(Photo.03+04)

Doug Hopper ’72
ended his high school 
hockey coaching career at 
Champlain Valley Union 
with a Vermont State 
Championship in March. 
The Redhawks won 1-0 in 
the final. In ten years of  
coaching at CVU, Doug’s 
teams appeared in the 
Division I state final game 
seven times, taking home 
three championships.
(Photo.05)

Classifieds

PLEASE KEEP YOUR NEWS COMING! 
Send your photos and updates to Director  
of  Philanthropy Kirk LLano (kllano@lcc.ca).

01 IN THIS PHOTO: BOB GALES ’63, 
WALTER MARKHAM ’62,  
BOB MARSHALL ’62,  
JOE ROBB ’62,  
BRIAN ROSSY ’62,  
AND GORDON VIBERG ’62.

02 JOHN HARDING ’64 ON LEFT & 
FRASER LASCHINGER ’64 ON 
RIGHT.

03 PETER BEHRENS ’71 WITH HIS 
WIFE BASHA AND SON HENRY.

04 PETER BEHREN’S THE O’BRIENS 
WILL BE PUCLISHED IN JULY 2011 

05 DOUG HOPPER AND HIS DIV. 1 
–WINNING TEAM.
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Operation Veteran

M y family and I proposed “Operation 
Veteran” to the Canadian War Museum 
after we witnessed a heartbreaking scene 

in which a military veteran was utterly humiliated 
when he could not afford to pay for a meal at the 
museum’s dining facility. 

In short, we promised that any veteran, on any day,  
would receive a complimentary meal in the ”Mess.”  
We were able make this pledge because of growing  
support from Canadian schools: private and public,  
English and French. Last year, we also brought students  
from eleven schools from across Canada to Ottawa on 
November 11 to celebrate Remembrance Day (see 
Operation Veteran blog post written by Christine Heseltine ’11:
http://wearelcc.ca/?p=679). 

I am proud to announce that as of January 30, 2011,  
we have issued over 1,000 vouchers for meals, and all 
schools that participated in our Remembrance Day activities 
last year have agreed to return. In addition, there will be  
an even greater number of students sent to Ottawa from 
other provinces. Slowly but surely, I intend to cross  
this country, school by school, to ensure the success  
of Operation Veteran. 

As another initiative, I have requested that the War 
Museum allow schools to access the archives via the 
Internet. I am specifically requesting the development of 
modules pertaining to diplomacy and to peacekeeping. 
These are traditional Canadian values. 
— Paul Kavanagh ’70 

 PAUL KAVANAGH AND HIS SON DARRAGH 
WITH AN UNIDENTIFIED VETERAN AT THE 
INAUGURATION OF OPERATION VETERAN  
ON NOVEMBER 11, 2009.

OPERATION VETERAN: NOVEMBER 11, 
2009. PAUL KAVANAGH AND HIS SON,  
DARRAGH. MR. MARK O’NEIL,  
PRESIDENT, CANADIAN WAR MUSEUM;  
MR. CLAUDE DROUIN, DIRECTOR OF  
PHILANTHROPHY, WAR MUSEUM

01 IN THIS PHOTO: BOB GALES ’63, 
WALTER MARKHAM ’62,  
BOB MARSHALL ’62,  
JOE ROBB ’62,  
BRIAN ROSSY ’62,  
AND GORDON VIBERG ’62.

02 JOHN HARDING ’64 ON LEFT & 
FRASER LASCHINGER ’64 ON 
RIGHT.

03 PETER BEHRENS ’71 WITH HIS 
WIFE BASHA AND SON HENRY.

04 PETER BEHREN’S THE O’BRIENS 
WILL BE PUBLISHED IN JULY 2011 

05 DOUG HOPPER ’72 AND HIS DIV. 1 
–WINNING TEAM.
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Tim Gardiner ’78 is  
temporarily working in 
Toronto for TD Bank as 
managing director and 
global head of  TD’s  
newly established precious  
metal trading business.  
He can be contacted at  
tim.gardiner@tdsecurities.com

80s 
Jeremy Price ’81 invites 
Toronto area alumni for  
two nights (November  
2-3, 2011) of  sambajazz  
at the Rex Jazz Bar,  
featuring International 
chromatic harmonica 
virtuoso Hendrik Meurkens. 
This will be Jeremy’s  
fifth consecutive year 
working with this particular 
artist, supported by  
some of  Canada’s finest 
musicians. The group has 
been recorded for and 
broadcast by Jazz FM 91  
in Toronto, thanks to  
Ross Porter’s “Sound of  
Jazz” concert series  
(www.hendrikmeurkens.com). 
In his other life, Jeremy 
collects revenues for the 
Government of  Canada.
(Photo.02)

Philip Casey ’84 writes:  
“I am ten years into a 
private legal practice in 
Kingston, Ontario, special-
izing in prison/parole law 
and criminal law. I attended 
LCC for grades 7 and 8 
from 1979 to 1981. I have 
always said that those years 
were the most challenging 
and formative years of   
my life.”

Robert Stephen ’73 has 
joined The Windsor Square 
(www.windsorsquare.ca) 
as Travel and Wine Editor. 
He recently received a 
Certified Specialist in 
Wine (CSW) designation 
from the Society of  Wine 
Education in Washington, 
D.C. In addition to his 
journalistic endeavours he 
offers consulting services 
in wine through RKS Wine 
Consulting. 

70s 
Members of  the Class  
of  ’76 gathered in Jackson 
Hole, Wyoming from March 
12-20, 2011 to celebrate 
their 35th anniversary. 
Attending were Trevor 
Bain, Anthony Cooper, 
Tyler Cobbett, Derek 
Goodson, Rick Groome 
and Craig Hannaford. 
In addition, a number 
of  family members also 
made the trip, including 
Karen Hannaford, as did 
Tim Gardiner ’78. The 
group of  eighteen was 
hosted by Derek Goodson 
at his Spring Creek Ranch 
resort. Events included 
a private reception and 
dinner at Spring Creek 
Ranch’s Granary restau-
rant, and a private dinner 
in the Members Lounge 
of  the National Museum 
of  Wildlife Art. Additional 
pictures and videos can be 
seen on Anthony Cooper’s 
Facebook page.
(Photo.01)

01 MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF ’76

02 JEREMY PRICE ’81

03 OWEN LEE AND THOMAS  
FIDIAN-GREEN.

04 FAISAL LUTCHMEDIAL ’92  
AND FILM COLLABORATOR  
TAMARA SCHERBAK 

05 PATRIZIA GENONI ’96  
AND HER HUSBAND  
MATTIA CRIVELLI.

01

04

Classifieds
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to participate in the first 
Content Incubator, with 
this year’s focus on locally 
produced television series 
and movies. Faisal’s proj-
ect is a television drama 
series based in Trinidad & 
Tobago called “Welcome 
to Trinidad.” It’s about half  
brothers slowly uncovering 
mysteries buried deep in 
their father’s past.

Lutchmedial recently 
completed the Conseil 
des arts et des lettres- 
funded short film, Mr. Crab 
(2011) and his last short 
film Useless Things (2009) 
played in competition at the 
London Asian Film Festival 
in February.
(Photo.04)

Karnon Suen ’95 writes: 
“My career as an engineer 
in the aerospace and robot-
ics industries has culminat-
ed in a new position at the 
Canadian Space Agency.”

Patrizia Genoni ’96 
writes: “Since graduating in 
1996, I completed my BA 
specialization in early child-
hood elementary education 
at Concordia. I taught a 
year at SHS and then had 
my own tutoring company, 
PGeducation until 2008. 
I moved to Switzerland 
in November 2009 and 
married Mattia Crivelli on 
October 9, 2010. We live 
in Lugano, Switzerland and 
return to Canada at least 
once a year to visit family 
and friends.”
(Photo.05)

Eric Perlinger ’85 writes: 
“After 20 years in the fam-
ily business, I have a new 
venture called CCRT, which 
is a resource provider in the 
human resources/industrial 
relations field. CCRT pro-
vides its clients with all the 
tools required to create a 
harmonious work environ-
ment. Our mission is to 
efficiently provide the best 
professional practices tai-
lored to our client`s need. 
For more information,  
I invite you to look at our 
corporate website found  
at www.ccrtravail.org.”

Mark F. Harland ’87 
and wife Alex (and older 
siblings Finn and Sofia) 
are proud to announce the 
birth of  a baby boy. Tristan 
Massey Harland was born 
on January 14, 2011, in 
Dallas, Texas, tipping the 
scales at 8lbs 1oz.

Greg Fiddian-Green ’89 
and Jennifer are proud to 
announce the birth of  their 
son Owen Lee Fiddian-
Green, younger brother 
to Thomas. They are all 
enjoying life in the Beaches 
neighbourhood in Toronto.
(Photo.03) 

90s 
Filmmaker Faisal 
Lutchmedial ’92 recently 
attended the Caribbean 
Tales Film Festival in 
Barbados where he was one 
of  seven producers from 
around the world chosen 

Alex Karen ’99 writes: 
“This is just a shout out to 
all current LCCers, LCC 
alumni and the rugby com-
munity who have the itch 
to play rugby this summer. 
I am part of  an initiative 
that is bringing a new rugby 
club to NDG. The Montreal 
Exiles will be playing out of  
NDG with a senior men’s 
team and a junior (U18) 
boys side this year. We 
encourage all to strap on 
the boots and come out for 
a run. For more informa-
tion, check us out at www.
montrealexiles.com.”

Ian Leroux ’99 recently 
defended his Ph.D. thesis in 
atomic physics at MIT and 
is headed off  to Denmark 
for two years as a researcher 
at Aarhus University.

2000s 
Carlo Genoni ’00 has 
successfully passed the 
uniform final exams of  
the Institute of  Chartered 
Accountants of  Canada and 
is now a chartered accoun-
tant in his sixth year work-
ing with the firm Raymond 
Chabot Grant Thornton in 
downtown Montreal. 
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2000s
Lauren Schreiber ’01
married Kevin Sasaki on 
August 28, 2010, at the 
Gladstone Hotel in Toronto, 
where Lauren runs her  
concert production compa-
ny Shameless Promotions, 
and Kevin is a high school 
music teacher.
(Photo.01)

Gabrielle Adam ’02
graduated from Concordia 
University with a BSc in 
Exercise Science with a 
specialization in athletic 
therapy in 2010. She is a 
certified athletic therapist 
teaching at Concordia 
University within the exer-
cise science program. She 
is also working at Dawson 
College treating private 
patients and following  
the various sports teams  
at Collège Brébeuf. 

Stefan Zebrowski-Rubin 
’03 is currently in London 
finishing an MA in Art 
History at The Courtauld 

Institute of  Art. Stefan 
hopes to remain in England 
for a while longer to gain 
experience in the arts  
and will begin an internship 
at Sotheby’s beginning  
in October.

Classmates Christopher 
Castellano ’05 and 
Daniel Schacter ’05 
recently graduated from 
the Desautels Faculty of  
Management at McGill 
University. In asso-
ciation with Dr. Philippe 
Archambault and others, 
they are working on a 
project to develop a com-
prehensive upper extremity 
rehabilitation unit aimed at 
improving medical care in 
lower income communities 
and impoverished regions. 
Their company, Jintronix 
is currently working on its 
first prototype suite, still 
in early development, that 
addresses the rehabilitative 
needs of  stroke victims,  
as well as other types of  
upper extremity motor,  
sensory and cognitive  
disability impairments.  
For more information  
on this project, visit  
www.jintronix.com

Alex Hutchison ’05, 
a McGill student, was 
selected to play in the East- 
West Bowl in May. It is a 
showcase for Canadian 
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) 
football players who will 

be eligible for the 2012 
Canadian Football League 
draft.

Madeleine Ballard ’06 
was the co-recipient of  
the Harvard College 2011 
Women’s Leadership Award 
along with Tina Tchen, 
chief  of  staff  to first lady 
Michelle Obama. “The 
award promotes awareness 
of  women’s and gender 
issues, and supports con-
tributions by women that 
challenge, motivate, and 
inspire. 

Kathryn Palaic ’09 writes: 
“I can’t believe it’s almost 
the end of  first year...it 
feels like only yesterday 
that I left LCC. I’m cur-
rently studying at Queen’s 
University in the Arts & 
Science program with an 
emphasis on drama and 
film. Each year the drama 
department picks two first 
year students who dem-
onstrate dedication and 
attitudes that represent the 
spirit of  the community.... 
and I was honoured to be 
chosen out of  200 candi-
dates!” 

01
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It is with deep sadness that we announce the passing  
of the following members of the LCC community:

G. RICHARD GREENING ’32

WILLARD S.  BOYLE ’41

H.  RAYMOND CHURCHILL ’43

CHARLES G.  STEWART ’43

ROBERT YALE ’50 

MAX VISSER ’55

F.  PETER CUNDILL ’56

DEREK ANDREW WATTERS ’70

PAUL DE COSSE ’96

JASON CLAREY PEAGRAM ’05

JACK BENOIT

JIM KEITH

G. Richard Greening ’32
passed away peacefully in 
his 97th year in Vancouver,  
B.C., on December 20, 2010.

Willard S. Boyle ’41, 2009 
Nobel Laureate and 2010 
Order of  Canada inductee, 
passed away in Nova Scotia  
on May 7, 2011. He was 
also the recipient of   
the 2006 LCC Non Nobis 
Solum Award for “his  
outstanding contribution  
to society.” 

H. Raymond Churchill ’43  
passed away in his 85th year 
on December 24, 2010,  
surrounded by his family.

Charles G. Stewart ’43  
passed away May 2010  
in Maitland, Ontario.

Robert Yale ’50 passed 
away peacefully at the 
McCall Centre in Toronto  
on October 29, 2010. 

Max Visser ’55 died  
suddenly at home in  
Ottawa on April 8, 2011  
in his 74th year.

F. Peter Cundill ’56  
passed away on January 24, 
2011. As a student at Lower 
Canada College, Peter made 
his mark on the football field 
and on the basketball team.
  
Derek Andrew Watters ’70 
passed away suddenly in 
Kelowna General Hospital 
on August 14th after a brief  
illness. 

Paul De Cosse ’96 passed 
away in Montreal on May 1, 
2011. He leaves behind his 
brother David ’93. 

Jason Clarey Peagram ’05
lost his life on January 12, 
2011, at the young age of  
22 in Montreal, Quebec. 
Jason was the beloved 
brother of  Justin ’02, 
Kimmy, Kortney, and Kerry.

Jack Benoit lost his battle 
with lung cancer on June 
21, 2010. Jack was a 
devoted teacher at LCC  
from 1983 to 1998.

Jim Keith, a former LCC 
Junior School teacher and  
Mount Allison University 
Chancellor passed away  
on February 23, 2011.
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The band, which comprises all the 
music students in grades 9 through 
11, has been growing at an impressive 
rate, nearly doubling in size to its cur-
rent contingent of 63 assorted brass 
blowers, woodwind warblers and drum 
pounders. 

 L
ed by a duo of  Nova Scotia-born 
music teachers, Scott Cheyne and 
Guy Cox, the large ensemble has 
become an accustomed sight, and 
sound, at a variety of  events both 
on campus and off: assemblies, 

conferences, soccer tournaments, music festivals 
and competitions. The group that Headmaster 
Christopher Shannon (Pre-U ’76) has called 
“LCC’s biggest team” is clearly flourishing.

Mr. Cheyne, in only his second year at the 
school, and Mr. Cox, in his first, are definitely 
bringing something new to the conductor’s dais. 
Both are performing professional musicians in 
addition to being veteran educators, which is 
somewhat unusual for high school music teachers. 
They bring their current experiences on band-
stands and in orchestra pits into the classroom 
and share their real-life musical perspectives with 
their students. The sense of  energy and excite-
ment among the young musicians is palpable.

The Senior Band is LCC’s only program in 
which students of  different ages work together 
outside of  the classroom in support of  the actual 
school curriculum. Aside from their regular grade-
level music classes, the band as a whole practices 
one afternoon a week, in addition to concerts and 
trips. Students in the older grades are likely to 
have greater mastery of  their instruments, which 
they share with the younger players, exchanging 
mentorship for hands-on lessons in leadership.

The band is exposing its members to styles 
of  music in which they might not otherwise have 
dabbled. Classical music and jazz are complex 
forms that require some effort to play: they have 

BANDING TOGETHER
The LCC Senior Band is loud and it’s proud.

to be taught. Once past the initial learning curve 
though, the students’ enthusiasm for more mature 
music starts to grow, often initiating an appreciation
that can last a lifetime. Still, the occasional nod to 
popular culture keeps the interest of  their peers: 
for every Bach prelude and fugue or Tchaikovsky 
ballet overture, Messrs. Cheyne and Cox throw in  
a theme from Star Wars or Harry Potter.

Whatever the pieces they’re tackling, these 
forays into musicianship may also be the best thing 
students can do to improve their academic per-
formance in other areas. Neuroimagery research 
shows that nothing lights up all areas of  the brain 
simultaneously like playing and reading music. 

But playing with other people is a whole  
di!erent experience from making music  
on your own. There’s something special  
that comes from playing in a large group,  
an energy that arises that is greater than 
the sum of the various parts.

By Mark Boghen, Media Consultant 
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Scales, chords and arpeggios might be a path to 
boosting grades in math, language, and beyond.

“Many students have had the opportunity to 
take music lessons, piano and the like,” points out 
Mr. Cox, a trumpet player, “and that’s fantastic. 
But playing with other people is a whole differ-
ent experience from making music on your own. 
There’s something special that comes from play-
ing in a large group, an energy that arises that is 
greater than the sum of  the various parts. Music 
still plays a big part in kids’ lives today, but with 
the advent of  mp3 players and iPods, their experi-
ence of  music has become very compartmental-
ized; everyone listening in his or her own private 
space. Historically though, music was a shared 
experience. The Senior Band is helping students 
regain a sense of  music as something that is 
engaged in by the community.”

Mr. Cheyne, a tuba player himself, agrees. 
“The search for musical excellence is part of  our 
objective, of  course, but the band also represents 
a place where many of  these students can feel 
they belong. There is a relationship with other 
students and teachers that might not exist in 
some of  the other disciplines. Where else can a 
student learn a skill and then, through their teacher’s 
conducting, actually partake in the expression of  
that skill with the teacher? 

It’s also an outlet for students to bond 
together irrespective of  their individual strengths. 
Not every player is first trumpet, true, but every 
note is part of  the whole; everyone’s voice counts.

Neuroimagery 
research shows 
that nothing lights 
up all areas of the 
brain simultane-
ously like playing 
and reading music. 
Scales, chords and 
arpeggios might be 
a path to boosting 
grades in math, 
language, and 
beyond.
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BACK  
TO SCHOOL 
BASICS: 
Music 101
By Ian Griffiths ’71, LCC Senior Art Teacher

A ll my adult life I have adored 
the sound of  the saxophone. 
As a fine arts undergrad  
I was fortunate to catch Stan 
Turrentine at the long-defunct 
Montreal nightclub “In 

Concert.” With many hours of  listening to Zoot 
Sims and Hank Crawford recordings, I have had 
a hankering to play that cool-looking instrument. 
And since my eldest daughter Erin was done with 
her music “career” in high school, I was finally 
able to say; “Now it’s my turn to learn” (after 
all, I did pay for the instrument!)! My only other 
musical training was as a 10-year-old, going to my 
elementary school once a week to suffer boring 
piano lessons, then going home and “practicing” 
on a cardboard keyboard. I never could get any 
sound out of  it and so I quickly dropped it, pre-
ferring to pursue my athletic talents and let my 
self-expression develop in visual art. Even a very 
limited exposure to instrumental music in 1966 
as a grade 7 student at LCC was uninspiring. Or 
perhaps I just wasn’t ready.

Now, 45 years later, I am more than ready! 
Music mentors and LCC teachers Scott Cheyne 
and Guy Cox welcomed me into the grade  
7 music program. I could attend three classes 
per cycle during spares in my schedule. It was 
a little strange the first time I sauntered into the 
music studio: some of  the students’ looks were 
questioning what I was doing there, but they have 
all been very accepting. Looking around I was 
amused to realize I had taught the fathers of  four 
of  my fellow “classmates.”

I love being a student. Now I am able to sit 
still and listen attentively. And it is a revelation 
to watch the music teachers instruct, motivate, 

encourage and focus us on the material. Every 
class they teach is a performance in itself ! I want 
to learn and I have a goal: I want to play Hank 
Crawford’s version of  Whispering Grass by the 
time I “graduate” from grade 8. I want to go to 
New York City and on a sweltering July night play 
that song from a third-floor walk-up tenement’s 
roof  top. Yeah man!

However, never having read music, I know 
I have a steep learning curve ahead. Identifying 
notes, getting the fingering right, blowing prop-
erly, reading along on pace and keying the right 
notes….it’s a lot to keep track of. Then there is 
the performance anxiety. No matter how many 
times you practice something flawlessly, the 
challenge of  the end-of-term concert is another 
important learning experience. It was funny to 
see assembled parents’ faces when I walked into 
the Velan Gymnasium along with the other wood-
winds. I can only imagine some of  their thoughts. 
“Who is that big kid? He’s awfully old for grade 7! 
OMG, he’s got a goatee!” You’ll have to ask my sax 
buddies “Slouchman” and “Rock’n Roll” how I did  
(I muffed a few notes but basically I feel I did OK.).

Practice makes perfect…err…. whatever.  
But I do love practicing. There is something 
about sight reading new stuff, working out the 
kinks and trying to get it right (my wife would 
not agree with the “fun” part, as she has had to 
endure my incessant practicing). And you think 
with the amount I practice I’d be an expert! The 
computer program SmartMusic is a great help. 
You can identify notes, it shows you the fingering 

and with the tuner you 
can check that you are 
getting the right result. 
If  this old dog can 
learn, anyone can!

So, you think I’m 
bitten? I have checked 
out different mouth-
pieces, and now use a 
stick-on “cushion” to 
reduce wear and tooth 
chatter. I cruise eBay 
looking at vintage 
saxes, creating wish 
lists, and I have picked 
up some sheet music 
books. I am not pro-
ducing much artwork 
since my last show 
(anyone want some 
cool toaster sculp-
tures?). I’ll get back to 
that, but right now my 
alto sax is my master.

Hey, I’m not kidding 
myself: I won’t give 
up my day job to be 
the next Coltrane.  
But sometimes ya 
just gotta do what 
feels right.

I have a goal: I want to play Hank Crawford’s version of Whispering Grass 
by the time I “graduate” from grade 8. I want to go to New York City 
and on a sweltering July night play that song from a third-floor walk-up 
tenement’s roof top. Yeah man!



NEXT YEAR 77 STUDENTS HAVE REGISTERED TO BE PART OF THE SENIOR BAND.

20092010 20102011
TOTAL PLAYERS 36 63
FLUTE 4 9
CLARINET 6 13
ALTO SAXOPHONE 4 6
TENOR SAXOPHONE 1 3
BARITONE SAXOPHONE 1 1
TRUMPET 9 13
FRENCH HORN 1 2
TROMBONE 3 5
EUPHONIUM 1 2
TUBA 1 1
PERCUSSIONIST 5 8

Total Instruments 36 63
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